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UNH Police Sgt. Earle Luke sits behind some of the loot confiscated from a ring of 11 juveniles 
responsible for almost 100 thefts on campus. <Bob Bauer photo) 
Fire station voted down 
By Erik Jacabsen · idea." 
The $100,000 needed to move Edmond said the town is 
forward on the proposed fire looking at alternate sites: "We 
station in parkirig lot B was reject- bid on the Haines garage in 
ed at the March 14 Durham town Durham once, but it was turned 
meeting despite receiving a down. We could bid on it again:-' ' 
majority of votes. Alan Prince, UNH budget 
249 voted in favor and 175 voted director, said he was surprised 
against the needed money. The the money was rejected. "I don't 
249 votes weren't enought for the really know what the problem 
required two-thirds majority . was. It could have been several 
The $100,000 would have been things.'' 
used to. evaluate the site and Prince said Dave Flanders, 
draw up master plans. The UNH director of public safety, 
University would have provided presente.d the basics of the 
two-thirds of the $100,000, and the prop·osal at the town meeting. 
town the other third. "I think that was one of the 
Alan Edmond, administrative prob1ems, ;, said Prince. "He only 
assistant to the town, pointed out presented the basics." 
that a majority voted in favor of UNH Deputy Fire Chief Ronald 
the proposal. "I feel this is a clear LaRoche agreed. "The voters 
indication th~y want a_ fire just saw one large sum of money. 
station. We haven't given up the If we had been able to show how 
Caucus approves 
governance ·plan 
By Willard Tucker _ 
Sunday night, the Student 
Caucus approved, with minor 
changes, the p1·oposed student 
governance structure that will be 
the students' voice starting April 
29. 
The final body. has 48 members: 
22 residents, 21 commuters, three 
fraternity or sorority representa-
tives, and the student body presi-
dent and vice.president. 
One change the Caucus passed 
was to bring the Students for the 
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University organization, which · 
had operated independently of 
student government, in as a 
seventh council along with the 
residence, academic, budget and 
administration, student activity 
fee, studenf services, and com-
muter councils. 
Also, it was decided that money 
formerly controlled by the 
Associated Student Organi-
zations accounts was to be 
transferred to the Student Senate 
accounts, and that the ASO 
treasurer would become the Stu-
dent Activity Fee treasurer. 
Tom Myatt, chairman of the 
Student Governance Committee, 
said he had no problems with the 
proposed changes. 
The structure, developed by 
student government members in 
conjunction with Vice-President 
the total sum would be broken 
down, such as $20,000 for the ar-
chitect, $5,000 for the drawings 
etc. they might've seen it in a dif-
terent light." 
Prince said the voters passed 
FIRE STATION, page 4 
Durham, N.H. 
.Youthful burglars 
nabbed by police 
By Joel Brown _ 
~ A campus burglary ring in;.-
volving at least 11 area juveniles 
was broken up by local ' 
authorities last week. 
Almost 100 unsolved cases of 
burglary and theft from Univer-
sity buildings that occurred over 
t}le past year have_ been closed 
with Ute · apprehending of the 
youths, according to UNH Police 
Sgt. Earle Luke. 
The 11 youths, aged 13 to 16, 
have all had preliminary 
hearings before Judge· Joseph 
Nadeau in Durham Juvenile 
Court, and all pleaded true to the 
charges. In New Hampshire, 
juveniles can plead true or false, 
as opposed to guilty /not guilty. 
·The youths were all released to 
the custody of their parents-; Luke 
said. 
"They're actually good kids, 
and they've been very 
cooperative," said Luke. "I don't 
think they'll qe doing any of these 
things again." 
Luke said he has "at reast four 
or five more boys" to ta1k to 
regarding the case. 
One of the cases solved with the · 
breakup of the group was the 
theft of almost $200 worth of sup-
plies from the UNH bookstore 
last year. Most of the items were 
recovered from lockers in the 
MUB, Luke said. 
"It seemed like a game to 
them, I think/' Luke said. "The .. I 
f! 
stuff from the bookstore they 
didn't even want. " 
The youths allegedly stole keys 
for Huddleston Hall and the Field 
House, and entered several other 
University buildings at night and 
on weekends, in some cases by 
climbing in windows. 
According to Luke, they had 
discovered a method that allowed 
them to "get into vending 
machines almost at will. 
"Sometimes they only took a 
coke or a cup of yogurt," Luke 
said. "But otber times they 
allegedly took money from pin-
ball machines and air hockey 
games." 
Sometimes the juveniles used 
BURGLARY, page 16 
SOC plan 
attracts 
, . . . 
cr1t1c1sm 
Bv Beth Alhert -
·A proposal by the Student Or-
ganizations Committee to take 
jurisdiction over student 
organizations away from Student 
Government was sharply 
criticized by student gover~ment 
officials yesterday. 
The commiftee, in its report on 
. students rights and rules, 
recommends transferring that 
jurisdiction from the Student 
Caucus to the SOC. 
Student Body President Doug 
Cox said the proposal -' will be 
"hashed out" at the Student 
Caucus meeting Apri.11. _ 
"The reason -we have post-
poned taking up the proposal un-
til then, is because-we have a 
heavy agenda at this week's 
meeting and we want to focus in 
on the proposal," Cox said. 
Under existing laws, the Stu-
dent Caucus has "direct jurisdic-
tion" over SAT funded or.ganiza-
tions. _ 
"The jurisdiction of the SAT 
funds have beeh taken away 
from student government under 
the proposal." said Cox. "All we 
are given here is approval. I per-
ceive our authority to be much 
broader than this proposal. 
"Jurisdiction means legal as 
well as ultimate accountability of 
funding by student government. 
It just says in the proposal that 
student government will allocate 
the budget.'' 
However, J. _Gregg SanbQrn, 
direetor pf student activities, 
said that was not the intent of the 
proposal. _ 
"The· wording is different, but 
the intent is the same .as the -
exi~ting laws. The new student 
senate will have jurisdiction over 
the SAT funds. However, the SOC 
will have jurisdiction over 
Sports ....... . .... ....., ..... pages 18-20 
CAUCUS, page 8 
State troopers haul off one of the 183 demonstrators arrested at 
Sea.brook March 3. See story, page 3. (Nick Novick photo) SOC PLAN, page 5 
. 
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News Briefs 
Gallen 's Capital Budget 
Although Gov. Hugh Gallen's recent Capital Budget message · 
before the General Court contained no appropriations for the 
University System, the University may not be permanently left 
out in the cold. ,,, ' 
Dayton Duncan, Gallen's press secretary, said yesterday that 
Gallen had not included money for the University because the 
Board of Trustees had failed to provide him with a formal, 
detailed request. _ 
Duncan said the governor is "amenable" to some support in 
helping the system meet capital expenditures. 
"This is no indication that the governor thinks the University 
doesn't need any capital budget," said Duncan. 
LSA dean finalists 
The four finalists for dean of the department of life science 
and agriculture will be interviewed during the next two weeks. 
The target date for selecting a dean is April 13, according to 
Winthrop Skoglund1chairman of the animal science department 
and chairmar of the search committee. 
"The finalists will meet with everyone. There are area 
meetings with each department, interviews with faculty and open 
meetings with students," Skoglund said. 
While finalist Kurt .F'eltner of Montana State was on campus 
Monday and Tuesday, he sppke at four area meetings and one 
open meeting for faculty and students. 
The other three candidates, the department's acting Dean 
Lincoln Pierce, W.A. Cowan of the University of Connecticut and 
Howard Rollins of Ohio State University, will follow the same 
agenda as .F'eltner. 
Since last Oct. 9, the search committee has interviewed 40 
prospective candidates to replace former Dean Harry Keener 
who retired last year. 
Keener was at UNH for 36 years, 17 as dean . 
Paley will read 
Short ·story writer Grace Paley will read from her work Mon-
day at 8 p.m. in Room 110 of Murkland Hall. 
Paley, who has been called an expert stylist and. one of t~e 
masters of her genre, has had stories published m Atlantic, 
Esquire, New American Review, Genesis West, and Ikon. 
She is the author of "The Little Disturbances of Man" and 
"Enormous Changes at the Last Minute." Both are collections of 
her short stories. . 
Paley studied at Hunter College in 1938 and 1939 and at New 
Yark University. She taught at Columbia University and 
Syracuse University during the late 1960s and is now a member of 
the faculty at Sarah Lawrence._ . 
Paley received a Guggenheim fellowship in fiction in 1961 and a 
National Council on the Arts grant. 
Describing herself as a "somewhat combative pacifist" she has 
served as secretary of the Greenwich Village Peace Center. 
Her reading is sponsored by the UNH Writers Series and the 
UNH women's studies program. 
Chinese profs to visit 
.F'ive computer science professors from the People's Republic 
of China will visit the University Monday. 
The group is from Tsing Hua University in Peking, China's top 
technical university. · 
It is the first Chinese group to tour the United States since both 
countries formally established full diplomatic relations March 1. 
The professors will examine the computer science program at 
UNH. 
The University is among six US universities to be visited by the 
five computer science professors. The others are: the University 
of California at Berkley, Stanford. Purdue, the Massachusetts In-
stitute o1Technology, and the Carnegie-Mellon University in 
Pittsburgh. 
The weather 
To~ay will be 'W'.arm and sunny with highs in the high 60s, ac-
c~rdmg to the Nat10nal Weather Service in Concord. Lows tonight 
will be near 30 degrees with light, variable winds blowing at 5-15 
miles per hour. 
Tomorrow there will be increasing cloudiness with highs in the 
50s and lows near 30 degrees. _ 
The chance.of precipitation will be near zero percent for todav 
and tomorrow, -but fhere .is a c"hance of rain and drizzle Sunday .. 
Environmental cOnf el-ence shoWs 
both-sides of ecological issues 
By David Foster 
The traditionally conflicting in-
terests of business and the en-
vironment met this week at the 
New Englafld Center in a sym-
posium that attracted 39 
speakers from around the coun-
trv 
The _effect environmental 
protection has rm inflation, in-
dustry's view of pollution control 
equipment as a non-productive 
investment, and the delay and 
confusion caused by Environ-
mental Protecl:ion Agency (EPA l 
regulations were key issues 
throughout the conference. . 
Conflict often emerged durmg 
pctneJ di~cu~~ion.3 when rcprc.3cn-
ta ti ves of powerful manufac-
·turing and environmental 
gr.oups, universities, a'nd govern- . 
ment aired their views about en-
vironmental issues. 
Many business leaders contend-
ed . that more .consideration 
should be given to economics in 
establishing environmental 
regulations. 
Pollution control devices man-
dated by the EPA have resulted 
in additional costs to industry, 
said Daniel Cannon, represen-
tative of the National Association 
of Manufacturers. This in turn 
can lead to inflation. 
Gary Knight, lobbyist for the 
Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States in Washington, 
v c added .. 'fne name of the 
g~~e in in'dustty ~nd environ-
ment is regula_tion. And 
regulation is killing us finan-
cially." 
"You have a choice between in-
flation'' ith dirty air and inflation 
with clean air," countered David 
Masselli, lawyer for Friends of 
the Earth conservation group. 
"Either way, the future is going 
to be difficult." 
Other business leaders in-
dicated that the substance of 
EPA regulations was needed. but 
that the process could be improved. 
Earl Hanson, director of 
technical services at - Brown 
Company's pulp mill in Berli_!'l, 
N.H., said governmental 
regulation is needed, despite the 
SYMPOSIUM, page 7 
Durham suffers dog daze 
By Joel Brown 
and Joy Bleakney 
They spen_d their days lazing in 
the sun, 1bothering passersby and 
dashing after .F'risbees. More of 
them can be seen gathering on 
the steps of University buildings 
than in class; when they do con-
front a professor, it is usually to 
annoy him, or else they nap 
during his lecture. 
Not one of them has ever 
passed a course at the Univer-
sity. At the end of the year most 
of them will go home, but some 
will end up in foster homes and 
others in the custodv of oolice. 
Junkies? Greasers? Anar-
chists? No. They are the dogs of 
Durham. 
" There was a dogfight during 
one of my finals last year." said 
Laura Pope, a MUB worker, 
"The professor just let them go at 
it. It was awful." 
"I've got one class that four or 
Entomology museum 
is a real bug house 
By Dana Jennings 
The warm, dry room is stuffy. 
Dusty, weighty volumes line the 
bookshelves: "Sphecid Wasps of 
the World ,·· "Nearctic Spider 
Wasps" and "Check List of 
Lepidoptera." 
Then, there are the hundreds of 
cabinets and drawers stuffed 
with over 800,000 insects -- squad-
rons of dragonflies, battalions of 
beetles and legions of 
cockroaches. 
This is UNH's entomology 
museum in Nesmilh Hall. 
"We've got insects in here from 
the early 1890s," says ,Wallace 
Morse, entomologist/curator of 
the museum, "from when the 
school WNH) was up in 
Hanover." 
The 63-year old-Morse says the 
museum has one of the best 
collections in New England. 
"We have a good New England 
and New Hampshire collection," 
he says with a trace of a Yankee 
accent, "and some foreign stuff. 
"Most of our insects come fi:_~m 
collections donated to us or from 
people in the department who are 
doing work . on a particular 
species ... 
Morse built the museum's 
dragonfly collection himself. 
"When I came here, we had nine 
species of dragonflies and now we 
have 136," Morse says. 
Morse smiles and points with 
his big, gnarled finger to a ruby-
winged dragonfly he captured on 
the Lamprey River in 1971'. 
"That was the first time 
anyone had caught one of those in 
this area," he beams. 
"I know more about anything 
in this collection than anyone." 
he says, deftly pulling out 
drawers to locate the insect he 
wants to show off. 
He finds it, it's a goliath beetle. 
It looks like an armored 
rhinocerous shrunk down to eight 
inches long. 
"Little kids' eyes ,really bug out 
ENTEMOLOGY, page 9 
Wallace Morse, curator of the Nesmith Hall entomology 
musPum sho.~· ~ 9(f ... llis. be#l_~s. <Bob Bauer ~~~t_o). 
five dogs come to," said George 
Newton, a senior. "They all come 
in-and sit right down quietly next 
to thejr master. It's great." • 
Mike Lynch is dog officer for 
the town of Durham~ He says he 
was told not to come on campus. 
But the rest of the town, including 
places like fraternity row, comes 
URd~r his jurisdiction. 
"Mostly I just get complaints 
from people about their neigh-
bors' dogs,'' Lynch said. "I don't 
go out looking for them." 
The only serious incident Lynch 
could remember -recently was a 
night last year when he was 
called because a fraternity dog 
had "turned vicious." It turned 
out that someone had f~d the dog 
beer. 
Lynch said most strays in· 
Durham are found and kept by 
people. Lynch deals with a few 
every week, though. ~ 
"The problem stays about the 
same all year.'· Lynch said, 
"There are only one or two more 






,. By Caroline McKee 
Career Planning and Place-
ment once helped students find 
jobs. Now, the ott1ce nelps stu-
dents find careers. 
To encourage students to plan 
career goals now, the Career 
Planning and Placement Service 
and the Counseling and Testing 
Center' designed six workshops 
called career exploration 
modules. 
"The general concept of the 
workshops is to help a person 
develop an awareness. about 
themselves in relation to the 
work world," said Barbara 
Babkirk, a career counselor. 
Ka thy Speare of the Counseling 
and Testing Center said two bene-
fits of the modules are a personal 
assessment of goals and values 
and a source of occupational in-
formation. 
Module topicsTange from self-
assessment to the job hunt and 
are conducted in two-hour 
sessions during a six-week 
period. 
''Although workshop attendance 
has been low, small groups have 
allowed for optimal sharing and 
discussions.·· said Babkirk. 
CAREER, page 17 
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A couple has something other than studying on their minds as they enjoy the sunny skies and 
warm temperatures that heralded the arrival of spring this week. <Art Ulman photo) 
Cox opposes student trustee hi.U 
By Michael Kelly 
Student Body President- Doug 
Cox is against a bill to make 
student presidents from the three 
University System campuses 
members of the University's 
Board of Trustees. 
Cox spoke against the bill when 
it came before the House 
Education Committee in Concord 
Tuesday. 
The bill was introduced by 
State Rep. Richard Morrisette 
CD-Somersworth), a 22 year old 
UNH graduate. It is the second 
bill concerning student trustees 
brought before the committee. 
An earlier bill, introduced by 
Rep. Leo Lessard CD-Dover) and 
Rep. Jim~ O'Neil CD-Goncord), 
would allow the students to elect 
the.student member of the board. 
Cox said yesterday that he 
doesn't like that bill either, since 
it would not allow for a student -
trustee from each campus. 
Currently, one student member 
appointed by the Governor sits on 
the board, with Keene State, 
Plymouth State and UNH taking 
turns providing trustees. 
Cox said he favored increasing 
the number of trustees from 25 to 
27 and allowing each campus to 
send its own member. 
Morissette's bill , which was in-
troduced for the first time this 
year, would accomplish this, but 
it would also give the new jobs to 
student body presidents. 
"I am opposed to the bill 
because I think anyone would 
have a difficult time dealing 
with tlre dual role of student body 
president and trustee,'' said Cox. 
Cox said he did not favor either 
bill, but disliked Lessard's bill 
less than Morrisette's. 
Cox said he would approve of a 
bill to allow each campus to send 
its own trustee, .appointed by 
student officials or elected by the 
student body. 
The committee is expected to 
approve one of the bills next 
week. 
Nuke stock sale inevitable 
By Michael Kelly _ 
Gov. Hugh Gallen 's well 
publicized plan to keep partial 
ownership of the Seabrook 
nuclear power plant in New 
Hampshire, unveiled yesterday 
in Concord, recognizes the 
inevitabilty of the sale of 22 per-
cent of the plant to out-of-state 
utilities. 
In an effort to help small New 
Hampshire utility companies 
purchase shares in the plant , 
Gallen called for the imm_ediate 
formation of a state energy 
finance commission. 
The commission would float 
bonds to help finance specific 
energy projects after indepen-
dent studies determined the 
project 's economic viability. 
" And," said Duncan, "If this is 
put in place in time, it could help 
the smaller New_ Hampshire 
utility companies, who could use 
commission bonds to help finance 
their portions of eight percent of 
the plant." 
Duncan said Gallen wanted to 
help construction at Seabrook to 
continue by allowing Public Ser-
vice to finance the wprk by 
selling up to 30 percent of the 
plant. 
Public Service now owns 50 
percent of the plant. 
But, said Duncan, Gallen is 
determined not to allow Con-
struction Work in Progress 
(CWIP) charges to remain on the 
statute books. 
"The people don't want CWIP. 
There is no place for CWIP now 
or in the future," said Duncan. 
Gallen also proposed an in-
dependent study of the state's 
energy needs. 
Anti-nuke protesters_ 
to face trial today 
Three members of the Clamshell Alliance will go on trial 
today in Amesbury, Mass. District Court on disorderly conduct 
charges stemming from their attempt to block delivery of a reac-
tor vessel to the site of the planned Seabrook nuclear power plant 
March3. 
Nine other such cases will be tried in Amesbury in upcoming 
weeks . 
123 alliance membeJ;'S were arrested attempting to block the 
movement of the massive reactor vessel that day--171 in New 
Hampshire and the other 12 in Salisbury, Mass . 
Those arrested in the Granite State were released 'pending 
summons ' according to Leslie Matthews of the alliance. 
Those arrested in Massachusetts were released on personal 
reco;~nizance . 
An Alliance spokesman said he didn't know if any UNH stl;lden!s 
had been arrested. 
"The figures on the state's 
energy needs released by Public 
Service are considered by many 
to be too high, '' said Duncan. 
Gallen also requested that 
Public .Service try to negotiate 
purchase options with New 
England Power Company. 
The options woulq give the New 
Hampshire company the option 
to purchase shares in two nuclear 
plants in Rhode Island, now being 
built by- N.E. Power Co., in ex-
change for offering that company 
15. percent of Seabrook. 
-
The CauctJs criticizes . . 
health fee handling 
By Doug Black perts, with a lot of different par-
The Student Caucus unani- ties," said Cox. 
mously passed a resolution Cox said that according to 
Sunday night criticizing the ad- reports he has received from 
ministration for its handling of Caucus members, student reac-
the decision to raise and make ti on to the mandator-y health fee 
mandatory a student health fee. is "pretty negative." 
The decision to change the According to Caucus Chairman 
present system was made at the Bill Corson, the recourse open to 
end of last month by Vice Student Government if opposition 
President for Student Affairs to the mandatory fee is strong 
Richard Stevens. enough is to draw up a petition to 
Now, students who wish pay $20 be presented to the Board of 
a year for health service. Trustees. -
Under the new system, all The Board makes the final 
students will pay either $30 or $40 · decision on the fee. 
a year for health service, depend- Corson said student govern-
ing on which health fee proposal ment could also sponsor a boycott 
Stevens chooses. of the fee . 
Stevens will make his final "My concern is that the . two 
decision on the health fee, which issues be divorced," said Mark 
will be included in the health ser- Hiller 1 co-chairman of the health 
vices budget, by March 31. committee. 
The Caucus, in its resolution, "Number one, the need and jus-
"did not address the health fee it- tification for a mandatory health 
self, we addressed the process of fee. Number two, the way the 
how it came about," said Student proposal has been and will be 
Body President Doug Cox. presented to the student body," 
"We condemned the process said Hiller. 
because there weren't enough Hiller favors a mandatory 
students- involved from its incep- health fee, but is concerned that 
tion," said Cox. "They dropped it the way the proposal has been 
in our laps at the last minuteland presented to students may have 
it was dropped in the commit ee's caused a negative reaction. 
<Health Services Advisory Com- "I don't want to lose the baby 
mittee) lap too. 
"There should have been a lot · HEALTH FEE, page 15 
of discussion with students, ex-
AAUP is contacted 
on· Spitz -grievance 
By Beth Albert 
The UNH Executive Commit-
tee of the American Association 
·of University Professors <AAUP) 
has sought the advice of the 
national branch of the association 
regarding grievances against 
Allan Spitz, dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts. 
Harvey Shepard, president of 
the UNH-AAUP, asked Jonathan 
Knight~ associate sectetary of the 
AAUP, to clarify the principles of 
academic governance and 
academic freedom in a letter 
dated March 15. 
The AAUP is a neutral body 
which sets principles concerning 
academic procedures. 
"The AAUP speaks for general 
principles. It has no clients and 
doesn't choose sides," Shepard 
said yesterday. "We contacted 
Knight for advice and help.'' 
Four members of the political 
. science department filed 
grievances against Spitz, then in-
terim vice-president • for 
academic affairs, charging him 
with abuse of power regarding 
promotion and tenure decisions. 
Spitz was exoner:ated from 
charges by UNH , President 
Eugene Mills March 1 despite a 
recommendation from the 
Professional Standards .Commit-
tee <PSC) that Mills "take im-
mediate action" to deal with im-
proper a~tions by Spitz. -
In the letter, the AA UP was 
asked to examine Mills' response 
to the recommendations of the 
PSC and "whether the integrity 
of the promotion and tenure 
process has been maintained 
throughout the consideration of 
the particular case." 
Shepard said any faculty 
member at any time may contact 
the AAUP for advice. He did not 
know how many times the AAUP 
had been contacted this year, but 
said the association was aware of 
the Spitz grievance. 
Although there is a possibility 
that a representative of the 
national AAUP may visit UNH, 
«they tend to move carefully," 
Shepard said. He did not know if 
any action will be taken by the 
AAUP concerning the Spitz 
grievance. 
Despite Clamshell efforts, the reactor vessel reached its destin-
ation . 
A gang of stude.Qts, peeled down and stretched out, bask in the spring sun at the lower quad. 
<Ar(Illman phot) · ~ 
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EXPANDING DATA CENTER 
SO. NEW HAMPSHIRE 
370/158 OS MVS TSO IMS (VSPC 
PLANNED) DATA COMMUNICATIONS 
PLUS DEC SYSTEM 10 TIMESHARING 
ENVIRONMENT 
Outstanding high technology 
engineering/manufacturing clifnt 
corporation has these new hirilH~ 
needs: an• you here? 
SUPERVISOR SYSTEMS SOFTWARE 
SENIOR SOFTWARE SPECIALIST 
SR. SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER CONSULTANT 
PROJECT LEADER - APPLICATIONS 
PROGRAMMER/ANALYST (50-50) 
Salary ranges mid :W's to low :w·s 
to start plus full n•location 
Call coiled rno:n !12fi-fi712 
Fot· ('onfi<kntial ('onsidt•ration 
Forward Ht•suuH' with_ Pn•st•nt Salar~· 
.. UCE.~NTVILL,1.Extttr . As.so ciatt.s • 1Jnc: t ~f 
M ng P,utrwr DATAPRO RECRUITING CONSULT ANTS ,...._ 
~ BOX b23 COMPUTER PARK HAMPTON t'" H 03842 . 
Fire station 
FIRE STATION 
continued from page 1 
over th~ fact that UNH would 
provide two-thirds of the $100,000. 
"All the town had to raise was 
$:33,000. ,, 
Prince said he wasn't sure the 
· voters were serious about a fire 
station: "Maybe they're con-
cerned with school bona issues or 
things like that. They don't seem 
to realize the necessity of a new 
fire station." 
Prince said in the short run 
UNH can get along with the present 
PIANO LESSONS 
Member N (; PT J<,nrm(;>r pupil 
of Paul Schilhawsky -
MOZARTEUM in Salzburg, 
Austria. Leimer method. 30 years 
experience teaching in Dover,. 
N.H .. Ft. L~uderdale. Florida, 
and Salzburg, Austria. Atrlessons 
at two pianos--beginners accep-
ted. 
Raymond Desjardins 742-5919 
l~l: , ,i.1.*als WQIA1i'i,&•WL~~ ll 
ljll~l~tj.IJ~~-j~_ ', , ~'*i~' 'I··. :::n);~;/':-.~<':•;<:·~: ... ,., 1.1.(11.'i ,, '" , , ', ,,,,, , , , rm~r.a ., ,,,, - , "' .. 
m· , , ; - ,,~ •~1:111:•'3 ~•I::,-,~:: <-:',,',:o <>::,' ,,e.iflf'' l\~1~ ., ,- ', _:, ~-~ m 
U/ildtrnt55 Cr11ils 
Tel. 
Durham, New Hampshire 03824 (603) 868-5584 
Sat. 9-5, Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30, Thurs. Eve 'til 8:30 
:r:~:=~=:=:::=:=:=:=:=:=:· ··:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=·=~=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·:·:·=·=·:-~·i·:·,=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·:·=·:-!·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·=·:;=: 
voted down 
Wacker associate said "the whole 
thing was political_" 
"What will happen now know 
one reallv knows." Prince said. 
"In the short run it's up to the 
Durham selectmen. The select-
men must decide whether they 
want the site in lot B or a new 
site. 
, ' 
fire station because it's on cam-
pus, but that the town can't. . 
Both Prince and LaRoche point-
ed out that 50 percent of Durham 
residents live outside areas 
·protected by fire hydrants. 
"The fire house is obsolete. 
Things are cluttered everywhere," 
said LaRoche. 
Space isn't the present fire 
station's only problem, he added, 
saying that during the winter 
months the station's water tanker 
is too big to be stored at the 
station and must be stored in Lee. 
This adds IO to 20 rriinutes on to 
the time it takes to get to a fire. 
''What we need to do is come up 
with a new attack. There is a 
possibility that a special town 
meeting will be called to review 
the proposal and have another 
vote." 
In February, the University 
System Board. of Trustees gave 
unanimous approval for the con-
struction of the $800,000 fire 
station, paving the way for the 
vote on the plan at the March 
town meeting. ' Prince said to win approval for 
the plan, mock plans and an ar-
tist's conception of the new fire 
house were drawn up by Univer-
,:,ity l\~aatcr Planner John 
Wacker. Wacker was not 
available for comment, but a 
If the plan had been approved 
by the town. an on-site evaluation 
~;ould begin and master pla~ns 
would be dn:tv" n up~ After thi ;j , 
construct ion of the fire station 
would be put up for bid. 
COBOL PROGRAMMER 
Our client is a mini computer user 
engaged in c·ommercial manufacturing, 
location is New Hampshire Seacoast. 
Interview and relocation expenses paid. 
Employer Pa:vs Fee 
abl_cz I 
1wrso111wl st•n it·t•s 
< mt:~ > n••-• • 7 :> 7 
Hampton, :\t•w Hampshire 
------------------------------, 
' STUDENT REN'f ALS 
One and two bedroom apartments will be 
available for the school year 1979-1980. 
All are within walking distance to Campus. 
You can find your own roommates. 
2 Bedroom Apts. 3 or 4 people-$2,300/semester 
1 Bedroom Apts. 2 people-$1,500/semester 
--Includes heat and hot water 





Served from 11:30a.m. to3:00p.m. 
Tuesday thru Saturday 
GAIPOLOMEIN .................... _ .................... $6.85 
A scintmating harmony of chunks of chicken deep fried, 
blended wit_h pork, ocean fresh lobster, shrimps and 
vegetables m oyster sauce on a bed of delicately flavored 
egg noo_dles 
ASIA FANTASIA .. _ ............. _ ......................... $5.80 
Chicken, shrimps, beef, roast pork, superbly created with 
finest garden greens with an island spice--watch it crackle! 
SHRIMPS PAGO PAGO ................................... $5.15 
Giant shrimps, browned in batter served with special island 
sauce. 
SZECHUEN SPICED CHICKEN ........................... $~.45 
Diced chicken with peppers, celery, mushrooms, water 
chestnuts, bamboo shoots, spiced sauce and peanuts. 
CHAR SUE BOK TOY ..................................... $4.65 
Slice roast pork sauteed with fresh Chinese vegetables 
CELESTIA SURPRISE .................................... $7.55 
Ocean fresh lobster meat, shrimps, king crabmeat and 
scallops, deep fried to golden brown and sauteed wl!h 
fresh peapods and selected greens in a delightful sauce. 
. . FAMILY DINNER 
OR 2 PERSONS . I . 
Wonton Soup - Chicken Wings - Spare f{ihs 
Egg f{olls - Asia 1''antasia -Asia f'ri<'d Hin• 
$10.50 
OR 3 PERSONS. ___ :--___ ..:;,;:__, _____ .$15.75 
Wonton .Soup- Chickl'n Wings - Spa;·e f{ibs 
Fried Shrimps - Asia Fantasia - Asia Fried Hice. 
llo You• .ai J>o 
FOR 4 PERSONS'.·-----,--__ ..__ _______ _ 
\\'.ont!_>n Soup - Chick(•n Wings -Spare Rihs 
Egg !{oil - Asia Fantasia -Asia Fried f{ice 
Asia Chick('n l)clight -'S\\~·<'t and Sour Pork 
W1.111ton Soup - CllickPn Wings - 1''rll•d Shrimps 
.Sp.are H1hs - Asia Fantasia - Asia Frwd Hice 
1\s1a Chicken Delight - Asia S\l'ePt and .Sour 
·Beel Chem Yuk<' 
$2i.OO 
$26. 
OR 6 P~RSONS. _______ ___,_ _____ _:$31.50 
Wont on Soup - ( 'hickC'n Wings -Spm-e f{ibs 
Egti !_{oils -Asia Fantasia -Asia Fni.·d Hice 
Asta Chicken Delight -Asm Sweet and Sour 
Beef Chow Yuke - Char Sm· Bok To_,. 
NO SUBS'EIT.UTION PLEASE 
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soc plan draws criticisDl 
SOC PLAN 
continued from page 1 
disciplinary measures," Sanborn 
said. -
The new proposal is a modifica-
tion of a proposal made by San-
born last November. 
Since then, the SOC has heard 
testimonv from various student 
organizations and administrators 
concerning the rules governing 
student organizations. 
The control of the allocation of 
SAT funds was the most- contro-
versial point of the extracurricu-' 
lar activities bylaws. 
In November, Sanborn 
:::iu~~t:::>ltd that the ::,tmltut ddi vi-
ties office have a say in the allo-
cation of SAT funas. In the 
present proposal the SQC, along 
with Student Government, has 
jurisdiction over SAT funding . 
said. 
The SOC set , up guidelines of 
due process in the event com-
plaints concerning student 
organizations. In the past, there 
was no mechanism of due 
process. 
''The new mies are t_o protect 
the University and the or_ganiza-
tions," Sanborn said. 
Both he and Jeff Onore, chair-
man of the soc,could not think of 
a particular incident regarding 
pr9blems with organizations, but 
said the . guidelines w_ere ' 
necessary. 
James Taylor, a faculty mem-
ber of the SOC, said the document 
is just a recommendation. "So we 
are just making recommen-
dations for reasonable -rules.'' 
"The only input from student 
government to the document 
·were oral presentations. The 
students were requested to hand 
in written suggestions, but they 
failed to do so," Taylor said. 
Cox said the main input by stu-
dents was testimony before the 
SOC. He said that communication 
was sufficient. 
Sanborn agreed with Cox that 
the proposal must be modified to 
meet with the new student gover-




".Student government is con-
- sc10usly more aware of SAT 
funded organizations. Student 
Government not only will be m 
charge of funding, but as I see it, 
student government will be over-
seeing SAT funded organiza-
tions," Sanborn said. 
Under the SOC proposal, SAT 
funded organizations must have 
100 percent student membershio . 
~nd non-SAT fynded organiz-
hons must be comprised of 75 
percent students. 
March 27-31: 
Both Cox and Sanborn said the 
student funded organizations 
must serve students. · 
"Student organizations 
receiving SAT funds, which are 
paid for by the student body at 
large, should.give the benefits of 
participating in those organiza-
tions to the students,' Sanborn 
WILLOW 
Dataproducts Corporation is the leading independent manufacturer of 
computer printers and telecommunications equipment, selling directly 
to major computer companies worldwide as well as to U.S. Government 
and telephone companies. 
We are recruiting tor our two California locations, in Santa Clara and 
Woodland Hills, and our Wallingford, Connecticut Division. 
Dataproducts will be interviewing on campus: 
March 28, 1979 
Expanding business has created professional career opportunities in 
the following areas: 
e ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
e MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
e MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING 
e COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING 
We offer an outstanding benefits package, including tuition reimburse-
ment, paid Christmas/New Year week holiday, liberal vacation plan, 
profit sharing and stock ownership plan, paid medical/dental/life insur-
ance, credit union and long term disability insurance. 
If you are unable to meet with our recruiter on campus, please forward 
resume to: 
DON HUTCHISON 
College Relations Coordinator 
DATAPRODUCTS CORPORATION 
6307 DeSoto Avenue 
Woodland Hills, CA 91365 
Dataproduct:s . 
THE Printer Company 
Equal Opportunity Emp!oyer M/F /H 
campus calendar 
FRIDAY, March 23 
SEMINAR ON NUCLEAR AND PARTICLE PHYSICS: "A 
Common Theme of Biology and Physics Points to a Re-
Evaluation of Particle Interactions," Don Brautigan, 
Physics Department. DeMeritt 304, from 1-2 p.m. 
TWO ONE-ACT PLAYS: "Tum-Stile," a one-act comedy 
written and directed by Genevieve C. Fraser, winner of '79 
Undergraduate Prize Production Award for "American 
Standard." And, "The Browning Version," an English 
drama written by Terence Rattigan, and directed by Carol 
Soyster. Hennessy Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 7:30 
p m FrPP ;:i<lmic;;c::ion \ontim1Pc:: on S;:it11rcfay. M;:irch 7.4 
MUB PUB: Robin Lane, rock and roll, 8 p.m. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR RECITAL: Elaine Eric-
son, organ. Durham Community Church, 8 p.m. 
THEATER PERFORMANCE PROJECT: "Spotlight 
Friday," a variety show featuring dancers, magic, and 
music. Strafford Room, Memorial U11ion, 10 p.m. Admis-
sion $1. Refreshments will be served. 
SATURDAY, March 24· 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT BRASS WORKSHOP: Music 
Department, 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. 
MUSO CONCERT: Featuring Leo Kottke, with special 
guest Linda Worster. Mr. Kottke is a world-renowned-folk 
guitarist whose ability on slide guitar is complemented by 
his superb song-writing. Granite State Room, Memorial 
Union, 8 p.m. TICKETS SOLD OUT. 
MUB PUB: Robin Lane, rock and roll, 8 p.m. 
I 
SUNDAY, March 25 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT SENIOR LECTURE RECITAL: 
John Dubuclet, violin/trombone. Bratton Recital Hall, Paul 
Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m. 
PROJECTIONS: "La Grande Bourgeoise," directed by 
Mauro Bolognini, and starring Catherine Deneuve and 
Giancarlo Ginnini. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and 
9:30 p.m. Admission 75¢ or MUSO Film Pass. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, oldies, 8 p. ~-
MONDAY, March Z6 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The UNH Dance Theater Com-
pany will perform works in jazz, modern dance, and ballet. 
Program includes: "Concerto No. 2 in C Minor" and "Rhap-
sody on a Theme of Paganini," both choreographed by 
Larry Robertson to the music of Rachmaninoff; "The 
Trout," by Jean Morrison Brown; "A Chorus Line," with in-
terpretations by Jean Mattox; and "Le Corsaire Pas de 
Deux," choreographed by Mazilier. Johnson Theater, 8 
p.m. UNH students/senior citizens/military $2; general 
admission $3. 
UNH WRITERS SERIES: Short story writer Grace Paley 
will read from her work. She is the author of "The Little 
Disturbances of Man," and "Enormous Changes at the Last 
Minute, " both of which are collections of her short stories. 
Room 110, Murkland Hall, al 8 p.m. -
TUESDAY, March 27 
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The Romantic 
Rebellion," Jeffry M. Diefendorf, History. Richards Audi-
torium, Murkland Hall, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. 
MUSIC DEPARTMENT STUDENTS RECITAL: Bratton 
Recital Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 1 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: The UNH Dance Theater will 
perform works in jazz, modern dance, and ballet. Johnson 
Theater, 8 p.m. l:.JNH students/senior citizens/military $2; 
general admission $3. 
The "Campus Calendar" appears in ea.ch issue of The New 
Hampshire. Please submit information to the Adminis-
tration Office, Room 322, Memorial Union. 
The New Hampshire <U~PS 379-280) is published and aistributed semi-weekly . 
throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 151 of the 
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Eusiness office hours: 
Tuesday_ and Thursday_! ~o 3 p . m., _ Wed~esday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Academic; year su_bscnptton: $9.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, 
N._H. 03~2~ . Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The New Hamp-
shtr~ will tn no case be responsible for typographical or other errors but will 
'.~Pru:it. tha_t p(;\rt o_f an advertisement in which a typographical error ~ppears , 
ti not1f1e? 1mmed1ately. POSTl\fllSTEH: send address changes to The New 
~la1pps~1re, Room 151, MUB, L'NH, Durham, N.11. 0:~82-t. 11,000 copies per 
issut• prmtcd at Courier Puhlishing Co., Rochester, N.11. 
1 ~ 1» ..... ,. . ,. ~ .... I I• • ' - t ' J ~ - t 
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GENERAL 
• notices 
CHRISTIAN CO) ... l< ... EE HOUSE: Saturday, March 31, 
Hubbard main lounge, 8-11 p.m. Donation 50¢. Featuring 1 
Morningstar and local talent. Sponsored by Inter-
Varsity Christian Fellowship. 
LOST AND FOUND SALE: Wednesday, March 28, In-
formation Center, Memorial Union, beginningat 8 a.m. 
All goods turned into Lost and Found between Christmas 
break and spring break will be sold at reasonable prices. 
BANQUET FOR UNH HOCKEY TEAM: The annual 
, Break-Up Banquet and salute to seniors will be held on 
Friday, April 6, at Yoken's Restaurant, Portsmouth. 
Social hour starts at 6:30 p.m., roast beef dinner at 7:30 
p.m. The cost is $10 for members of "Friends of UNH 
Hockey," and $12.50 non-members. Anyone wishing to 
attend please send a check to "Friends of UNH 
Hockey," c/o A. Boulanger, 28 Ham St., Dover, N.H. 
Tickets will not be mailed, but distributed at the door. 
No tickets on sale the evening of the banquet. Hockey 
awards will be presented. 
THIRD ANNUAL APRIL FOOLS ALL-NIGHTER: 
Friday, March 30, Field House, 9 p.m.-6:30 a.m. Team 
names are due March 26 in Room 151, Field House, for 
the following leagues: ' Co-Rec Volleyball, Co-Rec 
Bacl<otball, Co Roe \.\Tatorpolo, and nonsonso garnos. 
Gong show at 12 midnight; Club Sports demonstrations 
and cartoons throughout the night. Admission $1. Spon-
sored by the UNH Recreational Sports Department. 
DINNER DANCE AT THE FACULTY CENTER: for 
members and bona fide guests. Friday, March 23, 
!< ... acuity Center, Grant House. Appetizers at 6 p.m., din-
ner at 7 u.m .. .followed by an evening of music and danc-
ing. Price $5.95 plus tax. Music provided by Nobel 
Peterson: Limited number of reservation spaces. Call 
862-1320. 
GA y WOMEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Meets Mondays, 
Schofield House, from 4-6 p.m. 
ACADEMIC 
ATTENTION PREMED/PREDENTAL STUDENTS: 
Deadline for April 28 MCAT and DAT exams is April 2. 
Registration forms.are available in the Advisory Office. 
Students planning to apply for fall 1980 entrance to 
medical or dental schools, please get in touch with the 
Premed-Predental Advisory Cqmmittee office if you 
have not already done so. Room 302B, DeMeritt Hall, 
862-1393. 
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: INTRO-
DECIO. This two-session ·course will provide instruction 
in the mechanics of terminal operation, the LOGIN 
procedure, and other terminal commands: Course 
meets Monday and Wednesday, March 26 and 28, 
Kingsbury 135, from 3-4:30 p.m. For registration, stop 
,_ by Kingsbury Hall, MIU, or call 862-2323 at least one day 
in advance. 
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COlJRSE: 1022 
CLINIC. This monthly clinic has been established to pro-
- vide assistance of a consulting nature to users of System 
!022. Cl!nic me~ts Thursday, March 29, Kingsbu,ry· 103, 
from 1-2 p.m. Registration information listed above. 
RELIGION 
MINI-RETREAT: "Who is Jesus Anyway?" Supper, 
films, discussion, prayer, and scriptural experience 
dealing with Jesus' question "Who do you say I am?" 
I< ... riday, March 23, Catholic Student Center, 5-11 p.m. 
R.S.V.P. 862-1310. 
1-NTER-V A RSI TY CHRISTIAN f< ... ELLOWSHIP 
MEETING: Friday, M~rch 23, McConnell 203, at 7 p.m. 
Students from International House will speak on their 
homelands. Refreshments. 
I< ... RIDA Y NIGHT GATHERING: Friday, March 23, 
Durham Community Church Activities Room, from 6-9 
p.m. Program includes supper, silent films, worship 
service. 
CAREER 
CA~EER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 2, Module 
F: The Job Hunt. This module will assist you in iden-
tifying job hunt strategies whkh should help you as you 
look for full time or summer employment. Monday, 
l\darch !lG, Uillsborough -Sullivan Room, Memorial 
Union, from 3-5 p.m. . 
CAREER EXPLORATION MODULE: Series 4, Module 
A: Self-Assessment. This module should assist you in 
identifying how you feel about work, what role work will 
play in your life, what types of work environments you 
might enjoy, as well as how you might use this infor-
mation in planning your career. Tuesday, March 27, 
Grafton Room, Memorial Union, from 2:30-4 p.m. 
JOB SEARCH FOR TEACHERS: InformalJ.<?n sessions 
on locating and applying for teaching positions. Career 
Planning and Placement, 203 Huddleston Haff, Monday, 
March 26, at 6:30 p.m. 
CLVBS AND ORGANIZATIONS 
WEIGHTLWTING CLUB MEETING: Mo_nday, March 
26, Field House weightroom, 6 p.m. Meeting for all club 
members and other serious lifters. 
WATERPOLO CLUB: Practice has begun. We meet at 
the Field House pool on the following days: Mondays, 
3:30-5 p.m., and Tuesday-Friday, 4-6 p.m. New mem-
. bers welcome. . 
TRAP AND SKEET CLUB SHOOT: Every Sunday, at 2 
p.m. Please meet in the MUB parking lot. The club 
welcomes experienced or new shooters to j9in them. 
PHI CHI THETA: Meeting, Tuesday, March 27, Room 
401 (Faculty Room), McConnell Hall, at 6:30 p.m. 
LECTURE ON PARAPSYCHOLOGY: By David Van 
Nuys. Monday, March 26, Senate-~errimack Room, 
Memorial Union, at 8 p.m. Sponsored by the Para-
psychology Club. 
ALPHA ZETA GENERAL MEETING: Tuesday, March 
27, Kendall 202, at 8 p.m. 
WOMEN'S CENTER MEETING: Monday: March 26, 
Ro~m 134_, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. 
Dog daze 
DOGS 
continued from page 2 
Dogs in University bmtamgs 
are the responsibility of the 
building manager, for state law 
forbids dogs in public buildings. 
Pope was a building manager 
of the MUB last year, and said 
dogs were always a headache." 
"We even talked about it at a 
staff i;neeting." Pope said, "You 
hate to kick them out, but you 
have to. People actually say 'It's 
not my dog ' when you ask· them 
to take it outside." ) 
Pope said the same people 
bring their dogs in every day, 
even after being told about the 
· 1aw, more than once. 
One dog owner, who preferred 
to remain anonymous, said she 
had no choice but to bring her dog 
to class, even though it was "a 
pain in the ueck''· for both of 
them.J' 
"I can"t leave him in the apart-
ment all day,'' she~said, as · she 
walked out of Hamilton Smith 
with her Labrador trotting 
behind. "You know what would 
happen. And there's no place I 
can tie him up outside, so ... ?'' 
Many dogs are either tied up or 
left to run loose outside while 
their owners attend classes. 
Lynch said the first time he 
catches a stray that can be iden: 
tified, he returns it to its o\vner 
with a warning. Tl:le second time, 
a court appearance and a fine are 
usually in order. 
Everyone agreed college isn't 
the best place for a.dog. 
''The dogs 8'0ff er for the sins of 
their owner," Newton said. "But 
x 1 like having them around." 






--Grips altered & replaced 
LOUISES SPORT SHOP 
Mill Rd. 9:30-5:30 
Plaza 868-5141 
Durham ' Mon.-Sat. 





MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING 
HILLSBOROUGH-SULLIVAN ROOMS 
UNIVERSITY OF N.H. 
Sponsors: 
\ 
UNITED 'CAMPUS MINISTRY 
Catholic Student Center 
Church of St. Thomas More 
This program is designed to address-several 
needs; ( 1) the need for us to better understand 
why hunger persists, (2) the need to explore 
alternatives to present practices that per-
pectuate hunger and (3) the need to organize 
ourselves in constructive efforts to alleviate 






Room 148 MUB 1 : 00-3-: 00 PM 
Student 
· Non-Stude1 tt 
$23.00 
> $35.00 
Beginning and Advanced Black & White classes 
Price includes· darkroom privilege_s for 
re~ainder of se'mester 
Available for use are 3 fully 
equipped darkrooms (chemist~y, tanks, 
reels, trays, enlargers, etc.) and 
a studio (with back drop lights, etc.)-





continued from page 2 
fact th.at EPA air and water 
pollution laws forced his com-
pany to spend over $28 million in 
clean.up efforts since 1972. 
"These things have to be 
regulated," Hanson said . "You 
can't suggest to a board of direc-
tors that it might be a good idea 
to spend 28 million just so the air 
will look and smell better and so 
we ' ll be able to fish in the river." 
Knight complained that in-
dustry can comply with all 
present EPA regulations and still 
not be granted permits because 
ot cnangrng regulations. , 
Cumbersome regulations cause 
much delay, and it is this delay, 
Knight said, that is putting finan-
cial strain on industry . 
John McGlennon, former New 
England regi-onal administrator 
of EPA, responded to this by 
saying, "Often, these delays oc-
cur because the regulatory 
pr_ocess is working the way it 
should. " 
the free enterprise system is at-
tacked by environmentalists. · 
"Profits are what built this coun-
try, not universities, and not 
government ,'' said Kinght. 
Oliver Wallace, forest 
economist and UNH professor, 
disagreed. "Our economic 
system has not met all our 
needs ," he said. "Land has 
become an endangered species 
under the free market system," 
he continued, criticizing business 
for not levelling with the public. 
" Businesses should present 
local communities with a clear 
description of proposed plant's 
full impact on the area . Not just 
economic impact , but social , 
political, and biological. " 
McGlennon added , "We 
haven 't found a way to measure ~ 
the cost of a bald eagle or a wild 
river , and I don't expect we will 
be able to." 
oe~pile t11e expeueu cu11flh.:t 
between business and environ-
mental interests, the participants 
showed signs of agreement and 
compromise throughout the 
four-day conference. 
Dawes Walter, northeast 
regional director of Continental 
Oil Company CCONOCO>, echoed 
the sentiments of most par-
ticipants when he said "Conser-
vation is step number one" in an- · 
swering energy problems. 
Paul Keough of the EPA in 
Boston told the conference, "We 
environmental agencies can no 
longer stick our heads in the sand 
and consider only one point of 
view. There are hard times ahead 
for environmentalists ." he said . 
"You have to accept that there 
will be compromise. ,, r 
The complexities of business 
and environmental relationships 
could be seen in the shifting 
alliances and conflicts among 
participants . This, according to 
environmental journalist Robert 
Cummings of the Portland Press 
Herald, is typical of environmen-
tal issues. 
''Environmentalists almost 
don ' t exist , at least by any 
definition that's any good," he 
told the conference at a session 
on media and the environment. 
·:There is no discrete, cohesive 
group 1. but a shifting coalition of 
people Wllh proo1ems , · · Cum-
mings said. 
Les Line , senior editor of 
Audubon magazine, agreed a 
said that as issues become 1 ss 
clearly defined, reporting o the 
environment has become ore 
complex. 11The gut issues, like 
saving the Grand Canyon, are 
already solved," Line said. "Now 
we are dealing with high 
technology, which saves people 's 





March 26 - 31 at 8 PM 
March 28 at 2 PM 
. ~'dll• :~~~~~~~~:ater ~ University of ·: (__/) New Hampshire 4 ~ ~ General: $3.00 - $4.00 
~IJ. ',!o~~ Studenl/Military/ Senior 
,.~~~@:L~~~ ~\~fa~~~o ,.· · v Dinner-Theater 
: :LY Package Available 
~~./ 
Masselli said delay is often 
helpful: "Some of the most pitched 
battles in the last 19 years 
have resulted in good policy 
decision, after delay," he said, 
citing the Akan pipeline in 
Canada where better plans were 
drawn up during drawn-out op-
position from environmentalists. 
"There are 109 governmental 
·regulations due to come out in the 
next 6 months, each of which wil1 
cost industry an average of $100 
million,'' &night said. 
Patrick Johnson of the N.H. 
Environmental Coalition lob-
bying group said industry was of-
ten shedding "crocodile tears. 




"When EPA regulations on the 
control of polyvinylchlorides 
(PVC's) came out, the industry ,. 
said they would have .to close 
down plants," Jackson said. LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP 
Lila Mori 
appearing Monday nights 
March 26. & April 2. _ "But within six months after 
the regulations were implement-
ed, they opened four new PVC 
plants." 
"Companies should take some 
of the monies devoted to fighting 
EPA regulations and put them in-
to pollution abatement," said 
Henry Guenther of the United 
Steelworkers of America. 
Business leaders of th~ sym-







Come listen to her original 
selection's of fine, 
soft listening music. 
(.q,.q,.q,~.q,~~~.q,.q,.q,~.q,.q,~~~~ 
~£waoc~kCsEtu-dayaocrEsmtu3de~n~tEh-ou3raJyC·· pEe-rs3oanc(sEJ'§1STVN-PSre~eUntds:MeunsitcalTsaendlMeyvstiesryi-OSullndNay,etwork 
to staff smalJ library in Kingsbury HaJl, · ~ 
M-TH 4:30-10 PM , weekends 12-6 PM. If 
you can work some ur aJI of these hours, § March 25, Hunter Hall's Big Scr~en TV, 1 p.m.-6 p.m. 
call John Simon, Computer Servi,c~s, t 
862-3527. § 
Two Brewers Pub 
1001 Woodbury Ave., Portsmouth 431-500) 
for fine food 
and entertainment 





Janis Russell Quartet 
March 30 & 31 
Fleet Street Shuffle 
~ 1. James Bond, in: "You Only Live Twice" 
i 2. Fred and Ginger, in: "Top Hat" 
~ 3. Elvis The Pres in: "Blue Hawaii" 
Cartoons, comedy shorts 
~ Campus club reports AND 
§ Chapter I & II of "The Adventures of i ! Captain Mavel" ~ · 
t (jJ 1941 serial) ! 
~ STVN-The Student's Noncommercial ~ 
§ Television Station! § 
~<Q>l..Q".~~~<$'-<Qltqi~~.<.Q><.Q-.t.b'><Q>~tqi<Ql~~~.q,.q.cQ-1~. 
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Fall 1979 
Join the 
Semester at Sea, affiliated 
with the University of Colorado, 
for an unparalleled international 
educational experience. Sail from 
Los Angeles5eptember 15,by way of the 
Orient, South Asia, Africa, and South 
America. Applications now being accepted. 
For Free Color Brochure. call or write: Semester at Sea. Taj Mahal Building. P.O. Box 2488. 
t ~ ·,una Hills. CA 92654. Telephone (800) 854-0195 (toll-free outside California) (714) 581-6770 
· . ''llifomia). SS. Universe is fully air-conditioned. 18.000 tons. of Liberian regishy. 
SLIDE SHOW 
March 27 8:00 P.M. 
Apt. S-1 Coops 
Open to all students 
Interested in 
Seeing the World 
For further information 
Contact: John Cloyes 
Apt. S-1 
Durham, N .H. 
603-868-5185 
Send to address above and Semester-
at-Sea will send you a free color 
catalog of the Fall '79 and 
~-----------------------------s.?~~~~~~~~~------J 
1 Name 1 
I Use Ttiis Coupon to Obtain Address I 
f The FREE COLOR CATALOG ~t~te : 
I Z' f 
L-------------------~P ------------- -t 
Governance 
C.A.UCUS 
continued from page 1 
for Student Affairs Dick Stevens, 
was submitted in its final version 
to UNH President Eugene Mill_s_· 
Wednesday; March 21 and is ex-
pt·cted back by April 4, commit-
tee members said. 
Two new committees were 
formed by the Caucus at Sun-
day's meeting. . 
Tlle Constitutional Committee 
will draw up a constitution for the~ 
new structure to be approved by 
the Caucus Sunday, April 15. 
Another committee was formed 
to dtaft by-laws for the · Stu-
,dent Activity Fee Council. 
The Caucus is proceeding ac-
cording to a time-table drawn up 
by the governance committee for 
the new structure. 
After presentation of the consti-
tution to the Caucus, campus-
wide senate elections will be held 
April 18. 
Those elections will fill all the -
senatorial seats. 
On Sunday, April 22, the last 
Caucus meeting will be held and 
the Speaker of the Senate and the 
parliamentarian will be elected. 
The Speaker 's function will be to 
direct the meetings. The 
parliamentarian will serve as a 
consultant on procedural matters. 
The new Senate will meet once, 
on Sunday, April 29, and then ad-
journ until next semester, accord-
ing to the time-table. 
•II"" H 6000/TBM 370 ~-
Project Leader to $26,000 
Programmer I Analyst to $23,000 
. Employer Pays Fee 
I For ConhH~ll C~n~i~~~a~i!n J !~.~} R~!!; ~ !~ ~' esent Salar' 
.. uc:~vJExtttr .Auociatts. 11nc;~ 
M.~ Partrwr OATAPRO RECRUITING CONSULTANTS 
' "' BOX 623 COMPUTER PARK ~AMPTON . t" H 03842 . ___...~ 
.IOI... Lbiiiiihilriiliiiililiiihililll .. lllllWlllllUUllHlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllDDllllllllll§ 
~ = 
1 FRANKLIN I 
i THEATRE I 
- ~1!!i55ilE5il&!55!5EE==e========================• 
] FRI-SAT 6:30 & 8:30 MAI{. 2a-24 
Back By Request 
WARREN BEATTIE 
"BEA VEN cXN WAIT" i 
I SllN ONLY 6:30 & 8:35 ~IAR. ~;; I 
I- "KING OF THE GYPSIES'I I .. .it's ALMOST his time - I 
l
-MON-TUE.S 6:30 & 8:30 MAI~. 2H-27 I 
mnu--~~~~-~2..~!.~-~•w.J 
This summer Parsons offers you the opportunity 
to paint on the Rive Gauche, explore the 
pre-historic caves of the Dordogne 
region of France and study interior 
Parsons in Pafis is a six week summer session designed 
to provide art students with a broad exposure to the rich 
heritage of art and design in France. Courses offered 
this summer include: 




Advanced Studio • 
The Writer Among ·Artists 
French Painting from 
Neoclassicism to Surrea lism 
French History 
French Language 
The History of French Fashion 
The History of French Architecture* 
Studies in Interiors and the -
Decorative Arts* 
Landscape Paintingt 
In Search of Paleolithic Man t 
*In collaboration with the Musee des 
Arts Decoratifs. 
tSpecial two-week sequence in the 
Dordogne region, site of preh istor ic caves . 
For full information write: 
Parsons School of Design, 
66 Fifth Avenue _ 
New York, N.Y. 1001 1. 
attn: Dean Salvadori 
Entolllology 
ENTEMOLOGY 
continued from page 2 
when they_see stuff like that," he 
says . 
The museum, when it's not 
· used by the entomology depart-
ment, sets up tours tor scnoo1 
children and boy scouts and other 
interested groups, according to 
Morse. 
Although Morse is fascinated 
by all insects , there 's one that is 
his enemy. 
"There.'s this little domestic 
1beetle that 's a museum pest ," 
says Morse. "The adult will lay 
an egg and the larva will hatch 
out ana get into the boxes where 
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the insects ar(' and chew on the 
bodies. 
"We have to keep track all the 
time to make sure non~ of those 
Dance 
n termedia te () V/\ 
beetles are eating material." 
Morse's interest in insects goes 
beyond his job. 
"It's fun to collect insects," he 
says. "With beetles and things 
you really have to hunt for them. 
They're flitting around and 
everything. 
"The challenge is really some-
thing." 
Lessons Q ·v ~ 
will begin for ~~-
all interested ~ 
at Sigma Beta 
Fraternity on .Z" (:" 
Tuesday, March 27th <. './'\ 
at 6: 30 and 7: 30 'r-:f<", 
Disco party with free beer <. 0, 
on final night L£' 
T DANCE DANCF <' 
Morse moves slowly and catalogue, label and put away 
deliberately in the museum as everything we receive. 
he speaks. -"You know,'' he says, - "You have to go through 
pointing to five cigar boxes filled catalogues and identify it, then 
with unidentified insects, "it pin it and then put it away. It's a 
might take a -few years to tim_e consum_~ng process." 
' - - - - -
~***********W~rtA*~A*i*CJf.J(;*!J!CJIIT51C:O*M t1?!JttattfZ"***~*1 
* / * 
~ GUARANTEED TO GET YOU LAUGHING a. 
* * : AT THE : 
~ SIGMA NU~FUNNY FILM FESTIVAL : 
* * ! 8 HOURS OF LAUGHS ! 
* . * ~ TWo Nights Fri 23, Mar Granite St. Rm. E 
! Sa,t 24 Mar Strafford Rm. E 
* * : Admission $1.25 at Door : 
* * * * : Three Stooges, Marx Brothers, Laurel & .Hardy, Road Runner and more ! 
* . - * 
~. To Benefit Si- ma Nu Fi:a!ernitv Housing Fund . ! 
.. liiliiiliiliiliilliililliliiiiliiliiiiillliiiiiiiiliiiliiliiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiill***************.**************************~ 
WATC.H 
FOR THE. STUDENT NIGHT 
MANAGERS 
for the 
1979 Summer, 1979 - 1980 Academic Year 
-----------------------QUALIFICATIONS: Previous experience and 
Ability to supervise operations 
Arrange set up of building 
Maintain equipment and inventories 
Monitor building security and safety _ 
Assist with audio/visual needs 
Handle cash for employees 
10 - 15 hdurs/week 
PICK UP APPLICATIONS in fhe Administration 
from Wendy Statkpole 
Memorial Union, 8 a.m. ~ 4:30 p.m. 
862-1526 
Applications must be returned no later than 
April 4, 1979 
Interviews will be sche~uled 
on review of application 
Students with financial aid are encouraged 
to apply, but it is not a nece~sity. 
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The biggest hurdle 
It was lousy. The Student Caucus _ voted to approve a new 
system of student governan~e at UNH Sunday 
night. 
And it's about time. 
The new governance plan is a good ·one. It of-
fers students a coherent, cleaned up governmental 
system-that can only increase student power and 
influence on campus. -
Last -semester, former Student Body President 
Randy Schroeder and Vice President for Student 
Affairs Richard Stevens came up with another 
plan. It was even worse . 
I 
Student Government out of its present nebulous 
state and give it a firm focus and direction - to 
the benefit of all students. 
The proposed system must go through a few 
more steps before it becomes reality. One is its ap-
proval by Mills . Another is the presentation of 
part II of the system, which will set up the system's 
relation to the- rest of the University ad-
ministrative system. 
But now, finally, a workable system of govern-
ment has been approved by the Caucus. 
And as importantly, the new system marks an 
end to the overwhelming disarray that has 
pl;::igu po StuoPnt l.ovPrnmPnt c::;incP thP <:prine of 
1977. 
The plan was written by a Caucus committee 
headed up by Student Vice President for Budget 
and Administration Tom Myatt. Myatt and his 
co..:;tul:hors should be congratufotcd for their cfforb. 
Their plan calls for increased student rep-
resentation with the election of one senator from 
each dorm <!nd 21 from commuter areas, plus 
three Greeks. 
There are other hurdles, too. The governmental 
Luu11Lib, u rtLe e::.tdlJlisltetl, m usc develop chetr by-
laws. Most important are the by-laws or the 
Student Activity Fee Council, for they must in-
clude guarantees of autonomy for the ten ·student 
activity tax funded organizations . 
"It was then, nearly tw~ years ago, that UNH 
President Eugene Mills disbanded the University 
Senate in an effort to increase faculty control of__. 
academics and thus prevent unionization . . 
Mills; plan worked, but ''stt!dents paid the price. 
Student Government has been a mess ever since, 
and as government officials ·wallowed around 
trying to straighten things out, everybody else 
began to ignore them. 
. It calls for an organized system of governmental 
committees to deal with all areas of student con-
cern. 
Starting up a new government is not an easy 
job. There are proposals to be written, plans to be 
organized, guidelines to be set up. -
After a year of study, a Student Government 
task force came up with a new system last spring. 
And, perhaps m_ost importantly, it will give the 
government direct and mandated say before any 
rules affecting students at UNH can be enacted or 
changed . 
. --All of this is very good news. It will take 
But at long last, the framework for a new UNH 
Student -Government has been agreed upon. And, 
on the road to a legitimate student voice in the af-
fairs of the University, that is 'the biggest hurdle. 
/ 
letters------
restraint that should characterize 
professional relationships in an 
academic community. " On Oct. 30 a 
Grievance 
To The Editor 
· and UNH President Eugene Mills : 
Dear Gene: I am sorry to have to 
join in the protests over the disposition 
of the grievance against Dean Soitz 
submitted to the Professional Standards 
Committee. I will not repeat all of 
the points make by Professors Balling, 
Dingman, and Hudon in The · New 
Hampshire (March 6J. I support their 
stands and share their - sense of 
outra~e . 
In the Oct . 12 issue of the Campus 
Journal and in your letter to t.he 
faculty of Oct. 25 last you expressed 
"the hopt' that grievances, as they 
ma v be communicated in the form of 
charges against a colleague, be 
resolved within the structure and 
processes of fhe University," and that 
" there exists within the University a 
facult y grievance procedure and a 
Professional Standards Committee , 
both designed and approved by faculty 
to deal with legitimate professional 
and personnel grievances ... You ex-
pressed further your "deep concern 
that appropriate procedures and 
processes be used with .respect to 
grievances, and that we remain com-
mitted to the traditional fairness and · 
the 
new 
group of faculty circulated "A 
Declaration of Conscience" saying, in-
ter aha, that "We are ... very much 
concerned that a · group of our 
_colleagues would seek to influence that 
decision by tactic:-. that include the 
' publication of unsubstantiated charges 
and innuendo. We are afraid that there 
has been created an atmosphere of 
fear and doubt concerning an in-
dividual who, in the present circum-
stances, is unable to ddend himself ,'· 
The grievants in the case submitted 
their charges to the Professional Stan-
dards Committee as you had asked, 
and their charges are so far the only 
ones that have been substantiated by 
an exhaustive and independent review 
process. The administrative response, 
however, has consisted essentially of 
unsubstantiated assertions~and reflec-
tions on the professionalism of the 
political science department. At the 
same time an apparently concerted 
campaign is being conducted on the 
basis of the circulation of stories about 
the behavior and personalities of 
members of the political science 
department , the Professional Stan-
dards Committee, and the Faculty 
Council in an effort to discredit them 
and in so doing lo rally support for the 
administration. This has the effect of 
creating that very "atmosphere of 
fear and doubt'" deplored by the 
.signers of the "D~clarat_!Q_n _ of. Con:. 
science," _dividing the faculty and 
potentially creating an· unabridgeable 
gulf between the faculty and the ad-
ministration . · 
You are quoted in The New Hamp-
shire of March 6 as saying that "if 
people make requests and write letters, 
I will ·certainly take those seriously. " I 
hope that you will indeed heed them 
and take appropriate action now to 
repair to the extent possible the 
damage already done and to try to 
restore a sense of trust in and respect 
for the good faith of all members of the 
university community . 
. R. E . Downs 
Associate Professor of Anthropology 
Spitz 
l 
To the Editor 
and UNH President Eugene Mills : 
Dear Gene : I appreciate you taking 
the time to respond on the phone and 
by mail to my letter. In reUecting on 
your responses, however, I find my-
self with no more understanding of the 
basis for your position than I had be-
fore , and m fact, with a reinforced 
sen_:>e of despair and disillusionment. 
This is because your actions have de-
stroyed both the ptomotion and tenure 
process and the grievance process on 
this campus. Since you apparently still 
do net understand why I feel this- way, 
I am attempting another statement of 
my reasons. 
You and Spitz acknowledge that he 
did attempt directly to influence the 
votes of four faculty members on an 
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Accounts Manager Steven D'Alonzo, 
Billing Secretary Dia ne Gordon 
This was the finding of the Profession-
al Standards Committee, and has not 
been challenged. Rather, you and 
Spitz justify this attempt because 
"there appear to have been important 
reasons" for it. As I stated before, the 
proper time for Spitz to make _ _:; uch a 
judgment is when the case comes to 
him as part of the normal-. promotion 
and tenure process . It has been amply 
demoflstrated that he and others have 
the p-6wer to overt urn the 
department 's judgment . However--and 
this is another fundamental point that 
you have not addressed--either the 
" important reasons" are professional 
ones bearing on the promotion and 
tenure decision, or they are not. If they 
are, they must be made known to the 
department land to the Professional 
Standards Committee_ in this ease l. If 
thev are not. they have no bearing on 
the-case, and. of course, can pro"'.ide no 
justification for Spitz's actions. Thus . 
your justification ol his extraordinary in-
terference appears to be an unequivo-
cal enunciation of the policy' that 
whenever an administrator decides 
there are important reasons for it he 
. can circumvent prescribed promotion 
and tenure procedures, and is not re-
quired to state his reasons . This is ex-
actly the wav that I, .and I believe 
a great many.faculty members not_ di-
rectly involved in the case , view 
your' actions. You can hardly expect 
us to be pleased with this, or simply 
to forget the whole business . As I 
stated in the last paragraph of my 
earlier letter, this is the basis for my 
profound disillusionment. 
I also find it -not touching but ironic 
that you should find " the fate of the 
ywng facult y merr,iber" a cause for 
such great concern. Of course he has a 
right to appropriate process. Su~h 
process is what has been destroyed m 
thi s case by Spitz·s actions . But 
beyond this , you and I both know that 
it is an annual academic rite here and 
elsewhere that excellent people with 
fine records oJ scholarship, teaching, 
and serv ice: clost:: friends on campus 
and in town: wi ves: children : mort-
gages : car payments : sick re latives : 
et c.: are denied tenure. Each of these 
denials is justified on professiona~ 
grounds : one hopes that most of t_he 
time these decisions reflect the true 111-
terests of the ins titution as overriding 
the personal considerations. The insti -
tution is . after a ll , a collection of in-
clividuals . It is for the ir collective 
protection tha t we have prescribed 
rules and procedures. Thus, I find it 
puzzling that you should be expressing 
such exquisite concern for the can-
didate in this case--where is your con-
cern for the rest of us? 




To the Editor : 
The bills concerning the legal drink-
ing age in New Hampshire are expect-
ed to reach the floor of the house next 
week . It is in view of the possible im-
pact which these bills could have on 
the student population · at UNH and 
New Hampshire as a whole, that an 
organized effort in opposition to 
raising the drinking age has been 
established. All students are urged to 
write letters to their representqfives, 
stating their views concerning these 
bills. A large group of students will be 
attending the deci.sive session on the 
bills in Concord next week, the presence 
of UNH students is vital. For further 
information about the session on the 
bills, contact the Student Government 
Office at 2-1494 or Leslie Rimbach at 2-
1789. Your support will be in the best 
, interest of all and greatly appreciated. 
' Leslie Rimbach 
Studen l Senator 
Math 
To the Editor : 
Those people who would take Math 
611, Assembler Language, if offered 
early this summer session, are asked 
to leave their names at the Math De-
partment Office in Kingsbury. Inquire 
there as to instrue tor , times , etc . Ap-
proximately ten to fif-teen peopl_e are 
needed for -a pleasant and prot1ta~e 
class. 
S. Cartier 
J . Quirpby · 
M. Flecchia 
about letters 
The New Hampshire accepts a ll r esponsible letters to the editor and 
prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion o·f any 
letter. -
All letters must be typed, double spaced Rnd a maximum of 500 words in 
order lo be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Vinal decision 
on letters are the editor's. 
~ail le~te~s to: 'the Editor, The New Hampshire. Room 151, Memorial 
Unwn Buildmg, UNH. Durhafl'.,: N.H. 03824. 
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Solar 
To the Editor: _ 
In March ninth's issue of The New 
Hampshire , Joy Bleakney stated that 
myself and Roger Stephenson 
"slashed" our February electric bill 
by installing 11 solar panel. Unfortun-
ately, this is a misleading statement. 
When the sun is out, the flat plate so-
lar collector does allow us to have a 
heated apartment during the day and 
turn the heat on later at night. What 
also attributed to our low electric bill · 
was the fact that we keep the heat 
down to 55 in our rooms at night and 
off in the day . 
I might add that solar eQergy is a 
good alternative energy source; how-
ever, to be comfortable one must use 




To the Editor: 
· Paul Barlow 
I didn't know him very well but I con-
sidered him a ff!end. He was there 
every Tuesday and Thursday morning 
at ,fencing class, Carol Lowe's right 
hand. He was good, very good. He had 
incredible reach and quickness and 
the one time I fenced with him, he 
quickly destroyed my ·n1usions of 
greatness. I had seen -him once oetore, 
List year at a Tae Kwon Do exhibition. 
He was as fluid and graceful there as 
he was on those mornings with a foil in 
his hand. 
__ Jfe was never harsh no matter how 
floundering our attempts were at 
learning the move~ and his words of 
encouragement always seemec:l to 
come at my peak of frustration. Just 
watching him I learned more than I 
ever c0uld from a...stack of books and 
instruction manuels. He always had a 
hello ready and didn't hesitate to use 
it. I will greatly miss him . 
Gary Crossan 
8 Miii Rd. 
Durham 
Truth 
To The Editor: 
What is happening to those great 
documents of American freedom--Ahe· 
very foundation of our country---the 
'Declaration of Independence, the Con-
stitution and the Bill of Rights? Not 
onlv is there dictatorship rule in 
America's Judicial System, but one of 
the most cruel, and inhumane acts 
ever used in all mankind .. . -.the 
Habitual Criminal Law. What crime 
have we committed to have judgment 
passed on our poor misguided souls? 
Saying we're not fit to live among 
society anymore! ! ! ! ! 
Now the Habitual Criminal Statute, 
court records, prison records_ will 
show that Tennessee,~. H., Texas and 
36 other states are violating the 8th and 
14th Amendments by letting one per-
son, the prosecutor, use .despotic dic-
tatorship rule and pick and choose who 
to try as habitual crii:;ninals. 
1 Since the statute is used randomly 
and vindictively by prosecutors 
without guidelines or standards, con-
stitutes Cruel and Unusual Punish-
ment. The Eighth ·Amendment 
prohibits -Cru.el and Unusual Punish-
ment and incorporates the Equal 
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth 
Amendillent and requires that 
punishment be handed out uniformly.) 
In America, all citizens are created 
equaC governed and judged by the · 
same Jaws ...... "Our Great American 
Heritage." 
On behalf of America's founding 
fathers and au Amef!cans past and 
prE!Sent who have given their sweat, 
blood, limbs, very lives and "Sacred 
Honor" for those documents---! would 
like to issue a challenge to anyone in 
the "Whole United States Judicial 
System" to deny these allegations 
publicly. Truth Conquers _All 
Things!!!! 
Tho111as Joseph Smith Jr. 
Station A West 
Tennessee State Prison 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Request 
To the Editor: 
My name is Torbjorn Westman and I 
am a Swedish student who would like 
to have a pen-pal at your University. 
I would be very grateful if you put this 
little request in your campus paper in-
stead of throwing it in trash can. 
Torbjorn Westman 
Skebokvarnsvagen 101 -
124 33 Bandhagen 
Sweden 
he ~ne-w harnpshir 
is now accepting applications for 1979-80 positions 
We are looking for imaginat_ive, responsible and dedicatea 
students for the following paid positions: 
Editor-in-Chief Managing Editor 
Business Manager · 
Advertising ~anager 
Arts Editor 
Ad Productjons Manager 
Productions Associate 
Sports Editor 
News Editors (2) . Photo Editor 
Copy Editor Circula.tion Ma·nager 
Advertisin·g Associates (2) 
The new staff. will .take. over with our April 20, issue. 
·Deadline for appllcations iS Thufsday, March 29 
Application forms are available otThe New Hampshjre 
Room 151, MUB. 862·1490 
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The China Syndrome sets the nation on fire 
By Joel Brown 
:The China Syndrome is the 
most important and suspenseful 
film of 1979, . bar none. It is 
terrifying, and more -important-
ly, convincmg. 
Syndrome is currently the 
third l).ighest-grossing film in the 
nation, and as such will have an 
effect on the nuclear power in- -
dustry that no demonstration or 
protest has matched. 
Excellent, gimmick-free acting 
by Jane Fonda and Jack Lem-
mon , and the unobtrusive in-
telligence of Michael Douglas 
and writer-director James 
Bridges make it an unusually in-
volving film 
The movie only, serves to em-
phasize the awesome power of 
nucfear energy itself. But it is a 
stunning indictment of the 
nuclear industry, recalling the 
old adage, "Just because you 're 
paranoid doesn't mean you aren't , 
being followed." 
Along the way, Syndrome 
roughs up television 'happy news' 
the same way Network did. 
Fonda is perfect as Kimberly 
1 
Wells, a reporter for Los Angeles' 
channel 3, hired for her beauty 
rather than her1ability. 
Wells ' feature stories on 
pressing issues like birthday par-
ties for zoo animals have in-
creased .the ratings for the. 
station's six o'clock news. But 
she pines to be a reporter instead 
of a performer, to do hard news 
storiesjnstead of puff. 
She gets her chance. 
Wells , with her long-haired 
cameraman Richard Adams -
played by Syndrome producer 
Douglas - and a soundman, is 
assigned to take a tour of the Ven-
tana Nuclear Power Station. Her 
hard hat tipped at a rakish angle, 
Wells nods agreeably at the bland 
spiel of the plant 's public 
relations man, and shushes the 
cynical wisecrac~? of 
cameraman Adams. 
But .as the little group arrives 
in thP ea llery overlookine: the 
plant's cavernous control room, 
all hell breaks loose below . 
F'ilming the control ·room is for-
bidden, illegal, but Adams slyly 
shoots a reel as technicians and 
engineers run back and forth 
from ·-computer panel to com-
puter panel, obviously panicked. 
A catastrophic meltdown of the 
reactor core - called the China 
syndrome, for· theoretically it 
would melt all the way through to 
China - has nearly been triggered 
by a mysterious tremor in the 
plant. Foremost among ·those 
averting the disaster is shift 
supervisor and 25-year employee _ 
at the plant, Jack Gode11, played 
by'Jack Lem.mon. 
Shakespeare on 
By Marilyn Davis 
Shakespeare is being given back 
to the people. 
BBC/Time-Life Television- has 
undertaken the formidable ven-
ture of producing all of William 
Shakespeare 's plays. "The 
Shakespeare Plays ' ' will be aired 
on public television over a three 
year period. Those who think that 
Shakespeare, is too stuffy and in-
accessible are in for a very pleas-
ant surprise. The BBC production 
aims at a straightforward, literal 
interpretation -which was 
strongly evident in the vigorous, 
romantic presentation of last 
Wednesday night's ·'Romeo and 
Juliet." 
• TJ.re story of the famous star~ 
cros~ed lovers is hardly a new 
on~; but intense acting and the 
real_istic approach lend novelty to 
th~~ tale. All . of tfie passion of 
Shq_kespeare's characters . and 
the "·magic of his verse emerge 
triumphantly. In order to keep 
th~~ production straightforward, 
some of the lines have tfeen 
· sheared--the exchange of 
EliZabethan wit between Romeo 
and Mercutio in Act II, scene IV 
is cut down considerably, as-well 
as a number of other lines--but 
the production is more ap-
proachable because of these,cuts. 
The romantic quality of 
"Romeo and Juliet" is handled 
with a deft-fingered sensibility. 
The love scenes have the poten-
tial to be dealt with sappily; 
hideous visions of a F'lintstones ' 
episode in which Wilma played a 
squawking Juliet keep running 
through my mind. But the love 
scenes in BBC 's "Romeo and 
Juliet" emer-ge as they should ; 
innocent, romantic , and sincere. 
Staging the production on 
realistic sets invites more life 
and action than the typical three-
sided-stage _can give. The ornate 
period costumes also add color 
and realism tO the show . ''Romeo 
and Juliet" .becomes no mere 
play, but a privil~ed glimpse 
. Into human If ves and emotions as 
real today as they were 500 years 
ago. 
The acting is marvelous 
throughout. Patrick Ryecart is a 
commanding Romeo. Extremely 
controlled, Ryecart portrays 
emotions through his presence as 
Wells and Adams are soon frus-
trated by their station manager's 
refusal to air the story, and Wells 
goes back to happy news. But 
Godell is puzzled by an in-
vestigation of the incident that 
f '{ 
• 
turns out to be a whitew·ash, and 
his conscience - arid curiosity -
are stirred.' To reveal any more 
would compromise the plot. 
The last- hour of the film is 
the ' . air 
well as his words. Fourteen year 
old Rebecca Saire is a sweet-
faced Juliet, possessed of a gentle 
power and diction astonishing for 
one so young. ' 
Micheal Hodern plays a 
blustering Capulet. Hodern is 
alternately humorous, as his 
character storms about the 
household before a feast , and 
powerfully touching, as he 
discovers his daughter's death. 
The querulous nurse is played by 
Celia Johnson with kindly. 
propriety. Joseph Connor is :Frjar 
Laurence, wise and properly 
dignified. · 
Perhaps the most energetic 
and motivated of all the actors is 
Anthony Andrews as the slick;-
tongued Mercuho. Andrews is 
cat-like in his quickness, expan-
sive yet precise with his gestures, 
ebullient and scathing in his 
speech. 
Care and reverence are evident 
in every moment of "Romeo and 
Juliet." BBC/Time-Life' is to be 
commended for bringing 
Shakespeare back to the people in 
such an admirable style . The 
Bard would surely approve. 
gripping in its suspense; it comes 
at you from all sides, terrifying, 
gut-wrenching. __ _ 
The China Syndrome is not 
the most artistic film of the year; 
The Deer Hunter is better 
filmed, more self-consciously in-
tellectual. But it could not be any 
more affecting. 
In Rolling Stone Aprii 5, Jane 
Fonda said, "We tried to make it 
as accessible as possible 'to as 
broad an audience as possible .. .I -
think it 's gonna have social im-
. pact and it's gonna be commer-
cial. I think it'll be an example of 
the two coming together." Many 
of those leaving the theatre after-
ward showed interest in the anti-
nuke leaflets handed out by a 
Clamshell Alliance member. 
Much of the film's intensity 
comes from the degree to which 
the audience is involved with the 
characters. Fonda brings WelJs 
through a transformation from 
speaking prop to dedicated repor-
ter; curiosity and pride and 
outrage are all subtly mixed in a 
performance that is notable for 
potentially easy bits that are left 
oof ~ 
Lemmon 's Godell is excellent, 
not at all flashy; Time 
Magazine's reviewer put it best 
when he described the "sheer in-
tegrity of his playing." The 
-paranoia we feel with him is like 
that given off by All The 
President 's Men. 
~tephen Bishop:s theme song 
and Wells' pet turtle could and 
should have been dropped. 
Sometimes the camera angles 
are rather bland. But the support-
ing players. familiar veterans of 
TV and movies, are uniformly 
excellent. Syndrome is rich with 
subtle satire and barbed one-
liners , but the overall effect is in-
tensely serious. · 
Michael Douglas is completely 
credible as the angry-young-man 
Adams ; his production (he hired 
a team of nuclear experts to in-
- sure accuracy , he spent $150,000 
reconstructing a· nuke plant con-
trol room ) seems flawless . 
Because of all these factors, a 
Clamshell Alliance said that 
leafletting at area theatres has 
been successful. 
The Sunday New York Times 
reported last week that nuclear 
proponents are already trying to 
discredit The China Syndrome. 
General Electric , a manufac-
turer of reactor components, 
withdrew its sponsorship from a 
Barbara Walters special on _ 
which Jane .F'orida talked about 
the film and nuclear issues. By,t 
all the lawyers, guns, and money 
the nuclear industry can muster 
cannot detract from the power of 
this film. 
WUNH PROGRAM GUIDE 
REQUEST LINE: 862-2222 
L.P. COMPLETE EVEHY NIGHT AT 11:00 
FRIDAY: The Tubes "Remote Control'' 
SATURDAY: Bad Company "Desolation Angels" 
SUNDAY: Roxv Music " Manifesto" 
MONDAY : Supertramp "Breakfast For America· · 






Noon 'till 6 pm. Very Hard rock with Matt and Kieri 
6-8 pm. T.G.I. Jazz with Terry . . 
B-11 pm . Rock Out with Steve Sauchelh , M.D. (Music 
6-7pm. 
Director! , 
UNH Hockey from the NCAA Finals in Detn?il. 
Game time will be either 3:45 pm. or 7: 15 pm . 
Stav tuned for details. 
GeOrge Thorogood, Blondie, and Devo recorded 
live on the Kin;; Biscuit Flower Hour. 
7-10 pm. Requestfully Yours . The Bull plays your 
(if no hockey l favorites. 





9-11 pm . 
6-8pm. 
8-9pm. 
9-11 pm . 
Bill and Jonas. 
Ideas and . Options, provocative music and 
commentary by Marc Strauss . . 
Jack Beard mellows your Sunday with the Folk 
Show. 
Phone in sports questions and/ or comments on 
Sports Talk. Hosts Dave Thibault and Mark 
Corliss try to know everything about athletics. 
Swing is the thing on All -Star Jazz with Curt . 
Sleepy John wakes up on Blues Power. 
Matthew Cegelis will feature Anthony Braxton's 
work for four orchestras on Evening Classical 
- Concert . · 
Topics is public affairs programming at it's 
best. Terry Monmaney won't bore you. 
r,oot Stompin' music with Cousin Richard on 
Bluegrass. 
~SAMPLER•-~----------========================:;::::=:=: 
Saturday' March 24 Room of the MUB: 7 and 9:30 µ111. $i' or season 
Friday, ~arch 23 µass. 
Tlze .William Shakespeare Company of Ca111- A square mid contra dance will be held at the 
A new exhibition opened at tl1e University Gal-
Jeries 011 Marclz 19. Downstairs i11 the Scudder 
gallery, "Frank W. Benson and Edmund C. Tar-
bell: Two American lmµressicmist~, " and upstairs 
in tlie Carter Gallery, "Hunter's Paradise," a New 
Hamµsl1ire decoy and. bird carver, George Boyd, 
(1873-1941). Benson and Tarbell dominated tl1e 
Boston art scene at tlie tum of tlie century and 
Boyd was a resident of Srnbrook. NH. Bot/1 
exl1ibits co11ti11ue tlirouglz April 26. Paul Creative 
Arts Gallery i10urs arc 10 am - ') µ111 , Monday 
tlzrouglz Tlzllrsday and 1-5 pm Saturday and S1111-
day . Watch for a revi~w in Tuesday 's i . :;suc. 
Roblin Lane rock '1,roll i11 tlie MUB at 8 pm . 
Columbus East at tlze Stone Cl111rcl1 to11igl1t . 
Sigma Nu 's Funny Film FestiPal, an al/11iglztcr of 
comical sl1orts from 7 µ111 - 3 a111 i11 tl1e Granite 
Stntc R.00111 . Admission is $1 i11 advm1cc and 51 .25 
at tl1e door. Features include Clzarlic Cl111µ/i11 , Tlzc 
Tliree Stooges, W. C. Fields , Bu?ter Keato11 , Pink 
Pantlzer and Bugs Bunny. 
/ The Franklin Movie Theater lzas Heaven Can 
Wait, at 6:30 and 8:30 µ111. 
de11, Maine .is holding auditions for tl1e coming .Scm111neil Gnmge in Durluw1. Tod Wliittc111orc 
swnnfer season today and to111orrm.l' at tl1e YM- , 1oill call, and live music . will be provided by Jm1 
CA on Chestnut St. , Camden from 10 am to 4 McBride and Peter Barnes. Dances from 8-11 pm. 
µ111. All aµµlirnnts ·welcome. For' furtl1er infornw- Ad111ission is $2. 
tion contact tlie William Slzakespeare Co. , PO 
Box 786, Camden . Maine 04843. 
Col11111bus East at tlie Stone Clwrc/1 again. 
Wlint you 've been 1.vaiti11g for: Leo Kottke 
toniglzt in tl1e Granite State Roo111 at 8 pm . Tickets 
arc sold out, but try at the door anyway.~ 
Sig111a Nu 's Funny Fil111 Festh1n/ again fro111 7 
µ111 - 3 m11 , this ti111c i11 tlze Strafford Ro0111 . 11ot 
tl1e Gm11ite Stt1tL~ Roo111. Kottkc 's there! 
· Tlze Fra11klin wit/1 Heaven Can Wait agai11 . 
Sunday, March 25 
MUSO µresents La Grande Bourgeoise/7 murder 
case fil111 starring Catl1eri11e Dc11euvc and tl1e 
irrepressible Giancarlo Gim111i1111i, Lina Wert-
muller's fai-1(Jrite leading man. Set just before tlze 
tum of tl1e century , this celebrated 111urder i11-
- i.10/i. 1cs tl1L' we11/tlzy Murris fa111ily wlzo arouse tlie 
Conservatii.'e Party i11 power i11 lttlly. Strafford 
Tlie Frm1kli11 is slzowi11g King of the Gypsies at 
6:30 and 8:35 µ111. 
STVN is ccmtinuin~ its µro~1w11 of Bi~ ~crce11 
features nt Hunter Hall. This ti111e , it's T <?P Hat, a 
111usical witlz taµdancing by tlie pair extmordi-
11airc, Astaire and Rogers. Next , Blue Hawaii, 
Eh1is ' biggest 11'11d best flick . fro111 1-6 µ111 . 
Monday, March 26, 
Grace P'aley . a writer and strong sty list, .will read 
from lier work; sponsored by' tl1c Writer's Series 
and Wo111e11 's Studies program , at 8 µ111 i11 Roo111 
110 (1f MZ1rk!a11d . 
The UNH Tl1et1tcr department is putting 011 
Three Puppet Plays in Hc1111esscy Tlzeatcr at 4:30 
pm. Ad111ission is S.25 µer person . 
Tlzc Fnmklin is slzowi11g Movie Movie, 6!30 and 
8:30 pm . 
I ' ~ 1 ' ' I t • 
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New York New Music '. · arts& 
entertainment 
The New York Music Ensemble played controversial pieces with great finesse on Thursday, 
March 8 after a week of rehearsals open to the public <Martha Israel photo) 
By Greg DuBuclet 
The New York Music Ensemble 
sucessfully completed a week-
long residency at UNH with a 
performance of contemporary 
music on Thursday, March 8. 
The six New York-based 
musicians, under the direction of 
Robert Black, held open rehear-
sals, lectures and master classes 
Ql}ring the week of March 5-9 to 
expose the Univeristy to con-
trasting musical styles and to 
allow the community to encoun-
ter these works before the con-
cert performance. 
This procedure alleviated the 
initial shock of this unusual 
music and provided a more 
receptive attitude towards it. The 
pieces chosen for the program in-
cluded characteristic trends in 
modern, postwar music. 
In writing a description one can 
no longer speak of tonality or 
easily recognizable form, melody 
or structure. Traditional descrip-
tions are inadequate and perhaps 
decepti_ve to the sound. 
The concert opened with "Five 
Progressions" by Paul Alan Levi 
for flute, clarinet and viola. Ac-
cording to the program notes, 
each of these progressions tried 
to "break free of... original plans 
and take its own life." The com-
position began wilh urgent and 
sometimes violent dissonances 
setting the mood for the piece. 
The secona progress10n was 
short and lively, ending with a 
cooperative call between the in-
struments. But this whimsical 
mood was soon dispelled by a 
slow and ·weighty third 
progression. The progression was 
aptly performed by the group 
but, in places, the music was per-
formed too deliberately, was too 
pedantic and did not allow the ear 
to connect the phrases properly. 
Despite individual warmth, gaps 
were evident through over-
'expression. 
The fourth set . was an eerie 
piece dominated by an enchant-
ing flute solo. The last 
progression was intensely 
dissonant and harmonically in-
tricate, and fininshed smorzando-
dying away-into silence. 
Robert Black and Alan Fein-
berg then performed "Seven" by 
Ralph Shapley for four hand 
piano. They were · quite e:K-
pressive in this difficult piece 
de_scribed by Shapley as 
"majestically intense." But their 
understandable fervor for the 
music soon gave way to slow-
motion ·gestures and . passionate 
histrionics. One might say: Let 
the music sell itself without 
distracting choreography. 
Though understandable, their 
finesse was promptly followed by 
- -musical burps and grunts coming 
from the piano which produced a · 
slight ripple of laughter in the 
audience. After lengthy discourse 
between the players, the piece 
lurched into a marvelous 
cacophony. _ 
The musicality of the two 
pianists was astounding and 
commendable in their desire to 
get every note and nuance 
desired by the composer. The 
piece was shaped by savage 
brutality amidst highly complex 
rhythms and structures. The two 
struggling artists and the ex-
citement of the piece put some 
listeners on the edges ·of their 
seats. A more conservative 
listener might have left his chair 
entirely. 
"Amazon" followed, the most 
exciting piece of the night, which 
was written by Joan Tower, a 
woman raised in South America. 
"Amazon" is a descriptive work 
conjuring up thoughts of teeming 
jungles, scorching heat and.tiuzz-
ing insects. The piece was writ-
ten for piano, flute, violin, cello 
and clarinet. 
The opening was full of pungent 
sonorities and a somewhat static 
harmony, giving an Amazon-
starkness to the sound. The blend 
and color of the ensemble was 
remarkable. The clarinet then 
burst into a fast triplet rhythm 
which soon engulfeq the entire 
group in its tribal passion. 
Preston Trombly's "Four 
ROOM DRAW '79 
Pieces'' for violin and cello was a 
captivating· but pessimistic 
statement. The pieces spanned~ 
from pizzicato <plucked) chases, 
which were sprite and friendly, to 
the dark harshness of the last 
piece. The opening attitude of 
frivolity was soon replaced by a 
somber dissonant second piece. 
The following piece was a jolly 
Scherzo that began as a confident 
conversation but ended in wry 
argumentive passages between 
the two l11:::>trun1ent:::>. Tht: nual 
piece opened with the two in-
struments not even speaking to 
each other, but carrying on two 
different conversations. The duet 
was skillfully interwoven and 
ended dying a way, leaving a 
question mark to Preston Trom-
bley's ultimate statement. 
The next piece was an im-
provisatory style piece in which 
the duration of each note was left 
entirely to the performer, but the 
pitches were notated and had a 
definite order. The composmon 
was .called "Durations" by Mor-
ton Feldman, one of the more 
notable contemporary composers. 
The . piece was· scored for flute, 
violin, cello and piano. The 
beginning was marked by muted 
strings and an echo effect in the 
woodwinds. Hazy, foggy layers of 
sound were intermittently in-
terrupted by piano statements. 
An elegant melody cascaded over 
the ensembl~and an atmosphere 
of gently flowing tones was 
predominant~ the impression was 
one of a slow-motion dream .. The 
1 NEW YORK NEW MUSIC, 
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Students -who currently live on campus and who 
want to live on camplls 
next fall must complete a Room and 
Board Agreement Card 
according to this schedule: 
TIME: 9:00-4:00 PLACE: Carroll/Beldnap Rm.-MUB 
DATE STUDENT'S LAST NAME 
MON. APRIL2 
TUES .. APRIL 3 
WED. APRIL 4 
' ' 
THURS. APRIL 5 
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oook loft at fown &·campus 
Open Monday-Friday 9 a,m. - 7 p.m. 
Satur~ay 9-q and Sunday 1 ·i-5 
MEMOREX: 
SCOTCH: 
Package of 3 90-min $6 49 
MRX3 Oxide Cassettes · 
Package of 3 60-min 
highlander cassettes $2.99 
plus good prices on other lengths & qualities 
of cassettes including MAXELL, SCOTCH 
MASTER I & II. Case prices available 
CHECK OUT OUR RECORD ACCESSORIES 
New York New 'Music 
Ense1nble exhibits finesse 
NEW YORK NEW MUSIC 
continued from page 13 
ense:mble slowlv accelera ted un-
til the opening. flute theme re-
turnec[--~.,~nally , -the other In-
struments droppea om, , 1eavmg 
the violin pizzicato and then 
silence. "Dura tions" was not per-
formed with as much variation as 
a gi;oup well -skilled in im -
provisation could have played it ; 
however, the Ensemble does not 
pride itself in being well-versed 
in improvasatory styles and 
should be commended for _their 
attemot as well as their rendition 
of the piece. 
The concert ended with a fine 
performance of " Trio " by 
Seymour Shifrin , who was 
present at the performance. The 
piece, written for violin, cello and . 
piano was masterfully const ruc-
ted. It began with fleeting motifs 
contrasted by large ' piano 
- sonorities. The beauty of the in-
dividual instruments was 
evident. As soon as order was 
achieved, the piece leapt forward. 
cut by broad pizzicato in the 
cello . Subtle dynamic change;-; 
were skillfully executed by ' the 
performers . After thick for-
tissimo passages, a fleeting line 
seemed to connect the phrases. 
There was a return to the opening 
motifs and the "Trio" ended, a 
resounding finale to a concert 
which showed supreme 
musicianship and arti !'.i tic taste 
.classified ads -
for sale 
•·or Sale: 1 pair of Raichle freestyle mens 
ski boots, size 8 Reg. $165, asking $50, only 
used one season. Call Jim a1 868-5194 
evenings. 3/20 
Onhyo TX 1500 Receiver 60 watts, BIC 940 
turntable, TE C A-106 casette deck, EPI 120 
speakers only 4 months old, $900.00 as a 
~?~jem or separate pieces . Mike Al 742-7856. 
Scuba Divers! Outfit yourself. completely 
with top name equipment. Bailey Wetsuit 
with vest, U.S. Divers 72 ft. tank, Deep Star 
regulator with S.P.G. plus much mor~. 
Wfiole shabang $6.iO.OO Call Peter 742-6288. 
3/27 
King size water bed with Bookcase head-
board & liner-Excellent condt. $300 or Best 
offer. Rob 868-1061. 3/30 
NEEDED: ticket for Leo Kottke. Call Andy : 
2-2130 or 868-5497. 3/23 
Star Printing Press. (Peddle type> chase 
size 7 bv 11. ·Two" Excelsior case stand 
with cabinet front type cases. Extra t¥pe 
eases. Some furmture & reglets quoms, 
composing sticks . F.xtr;1 s . $300.00 Phone af-
ter 6 pm 868-5494. 3/30 · _ 
A Camera for Sale : OLYMPUS OM-2 Black 
body w/ 50mm T 1.7 and Autowinder 1. All 
br~nd new with origifial boxes & warranty . 
Will sell w I hotshoe, teleconverter 2)f, filters 
etc . All for ·$380 or best offer. Call nal 868-
9832. 3/23 
Three bedroom raist•d ranch with two 
~~:P~~~~str~~~s/~~~a .~~~ ·Pr~i;::~ ~~n~ 
in Durham. $74,900. Call GK Realty 742-
1177 / 3652. 3/ 27 . 
STEREO AMPLIFIER: DYNACO 400, fan 
coo1ed, 200 Watts RMS per channel, perfect 
condition. $375 Tel. 868-2896. 4/ 10 
For sale: K2-J5 skis <175 ) and Solomon Bind-
ings, good cond_ilion ~50 . 00 . San Giorgio{ 
Boomerang boots <size 8) $30.00 or tota 
package $70. If interested contact Lori al 2-
2379 or 868-9781. 3/ 23 ' 
Commuter meal card for sale t27 meals ) for 
$50, call Tom weeknights at 742-8977. 4/3 
FOH SALE: Two maple benches , 120.00 ; 
Maple <;::aplain 's Chair and ·Mate, 60.00 ; 
Large metal desk, 75.00 ; Coleman 
Refrigeratur Chest , 25 .00 ; Blue ileclining 
Chair with Ottoman, 40.00; 2 Upholstered Of-
fice chairs, 20 .00 each ; hair Dryer <Por-
table > 10.00; Cushioned Sofa with metal 
frame, 30.00. Call 868-2822 afte 6:00 p.m . or 
weekend. 3/30 
wanted 
HECOIU>S! Cash for LP 's from 1964'-70. 
LP's-50/ 1.00/ 1.50, 45's-.25/. 50. Higher for 
certain items. Price dependent on condition. 
Ca ll Jim at 742-8809. Keep trying . Esamples : 
Kinks, M1;mkees, McCoys. 4/3 
WANTED-2 bedroom apartment. in U.NH 
area . Reasonably priced on lease 1f possible 
call Robert G. Paris 1-617-366-2993 after 5. 
3/23-
WANTED: one bedroom apt. or small house 
for UNH-employed couple, preferably coun-
try setting. House-sitter!! 11_eed~~ for !ac~llY. 
on sabbatical? Wanted by May 1. Call 
Lauren at 862-1500or65ll-ZU1'1. "'" 
roommates 
Looking ror female to share an apartment 
beginning fall semester. Dover or vicinity. 
Non-smoker preferred. Kelly 868-9789 or 2-
2172. 4/6 
Roommate needed for next year. Sept-May 
Durham apt. Excellent Location. Furnished. 
Can have own room w/ private door. All 
·utilities paid . $110/ mo. Must be male, non-
smoker, upperclassman, quiet. 868-9763 
Room 3. 3/23 
Apartment to sublet : Need three roommates 
to sublet apartment on Madbury Road from 
May 14 through August. Call 868-5201. 4/10 
services 
PIANO LESSONS-Member NGPT-Trained 
at MOZARTEUM in Salzburg Austria . 30 
years experience teaching in bover, N.H., 
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida and Au_gsbur.y, 
Germany. All lessons al two pianos . Tel. 742-
5919. 3/ 30 
CONTACT LENS WEAHERS: Save money 
on your brand name hard or soft lens sup-
plies . Send for free illustrated catalog. Con-
tact Lens Supply Center, 341 E . Camelback, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85012. 3/23 
Person needed to enter data into mini-
computer, approx. 3-7 pm, Mon.-Thurs. Must 
be familiar with typewrirer and .IO-key 
calculator. Call 659-5258. 3/ 27 
Summer Job--Bartenders and short order 
cooks full and part-time. Workable around 
summer courses . York Tennis and Golf Club, 
30 minutes from campus, Call 659-2990. 3/30 
MOVING: Need persons willing to clean 
empty house. Call 868-2822 after 6:00 
evenings or the weekend for details. 3/30 
PllOTOGRAPllERS! Earn $3.65/hr. as a 
Kodak demonstrator. 1''or more information, 
,. call Donna Ninaldi at 742-1961. 3/27 
ASTROLOGY-Natal charts done in the cir-
cadian Analysis system. Satisfaction 
quaranteed or no charge. Twenty-five 
dollars. For information call Bradley 2-1319 
or 868-9678 and leave mes.~age . 3/30 
USED CAR BUYERS, AVOID MAKING A 
COSTLY MISTAKE. Let our technicians 
electronically analyze this car's engine 
before you buy. The Tune Up Technician 436-
. 9326. 4/3 
Professional TYPl:\G at its best on IBM 
Correcting Selectric, choice of style/pitch. 
Soelling. punctuation. grammar corrected. 
Reasonable rates for superior quality . 
University secretarial Kssociates. Call 
Diana Schuman, 742-4858. 4/6 
Bass Player Needed, top notch N.H. based 
band. We 're aH original rock ; R&B. Steady 
booking, incl. recording begins in July, only 
those who are serious: and please no punks, 
no druggies , and no rookie&. Call Bilf, days 
778-0144 or Stu, nights 224-9560. 3/ 27 
Astrological Aspirations Unlimited. Your 
personalized natal chart cast and inter-
preted, using the Placidean method. Tirne of 
birth & location necessary. $15. For more in-
fo. call Lou at 742-8180. 3/30 
help wanted 
AVON-Needs representatives ~ male or 
female to • service. Dorms, offices, and 
territories in Durham, Lee , Madbury. Earn 
high commission. Phone 742-6666 or write 
Genevieve Smith, 9 Concord Way, Dover, 
N.H. 3/ 30 
Need Money ? -Avon can solve your 
probTerns . Sell world famous toiletries gifts 
and Jewelry_. Earn high commission. Phone 
Gen Smith 742-6666 for details without 
obligation. 3/30 
WOHKING FOHEMAN .. .for young land-
scape construction firm in the Manchester, 
N.H. area . Must have previous supervisory 
experience in construction , abilit y to leao 
crew, and abilit y to drive small machinery. 
, Plant knowledge and mechanica l ability 
would be considered an asset. Position 
ava(lablt; immediately: 40-55. _hours per 
week , salary commensurate with experience. 
Tel. 603-434-9175. Mail resume and reference 
to Chris Herrin Associates, 417a Harvey 
Road, Manc;hester, N.H. 03103. 3/ 23 
Secretary/Draftsperson ... with a young land-
scape architectural office in the Manchester 
area . Must be experienced in secretarial 
skills, drafting skHls desii able, but not 
necessary . 15-25 hours per week. Salary 
commensurate with experience. References 
required. Tel. 434-9175. 4/ 23 
Help \\anted: Store clerk and dock atten-
danls. Full lime and· part time. Inquire at 
Great Bay Marine, Fox Point Rd ., Newington 
3/ 30 
TEN:\IS PllOS WANTEIJ--Excellent Summer 
seasonal and year-round positions availabh-: 
good playing and teaching background 
required. Can (30ll 654-3770, or send 2 com-
plete resumes, pictures to : K.J . Beldnap, 
W.T.S ., 8401 Connecticut Avenue, Suite 1011 , 
Chevy Chase, MD 20015. 3/30 
Bass Player Net>ded fast for lop-notch N.H. 
based pand. We're all original rock; R&B. 
Sl€ady booking incl. recording begins in 
Ju :y . Only those who are serious; please no 
punks, no druggies, and no rookies! Call Bill, 
DAYS 778-0144 or Stu NIGHTS 224-7560. 3/23 
Ghost Writer to assist in the completion of 
manuscript to be published late fall. Ex-
perience desirabfe, but style lakes 
precedent. If interest, send sample of work 
!o J . James, P .O. Box 3294, Nashua, N.H. 
03061 . 4/6 
Secretary /("oordinator. Unique position. 
Must p<>ssess good personality, be energetic 
to handle typmg, filing , light bookkeeping, 
and travel. Temporary part-time, & worK 
under mipimum supervision. (617) 846-1047, 
P.O. Box3294, Nashua, N.H. 4/10 
Infant Day Care Center-Meeting for women 
interested in establishing such a ' facility. 
Monday~.March 26, 7:00 p.m., l<'ore:;t Park 
llb, UNtt, Durham. For mfo. call 868-7525. 
3/23 
WANTED: Work-study student interested in 
job as watchman at the Jackson Lab, Adams 
Point, Durham. Evenings 1630-2200 and/or 
Saturday 0800-1600. WorK. schedule flexjble . 
I~ediate opening. Call 862-2175~3/27 
cars for sale 
1!172 Pontiac Lemans, 3 speed, 6 cylinder. 
High mileage but high dependabilil i Started 
every time in r'eo's coldest. 5 speaker 
stereo. New tires , alignment, springs, tune 
up. $750.00-call 942-5902 after 5. 3/ 27 
For Sale: 1973 MGB Rostr . $1500 or Best of-
fer . Call after four 659-2853 or 749-3!177. 4/3 
1!172 Toyota Corona l\lark 11-4 speed, new 
exhaust system, tires, and battery. Some 
rust. Bought new car, must sell. $500. Call 
Rayna 431-5153 ext. 350 days , 749-4642 
evenings. 4/6 _ / 
1967 Buick Electra 225 Convertahle. GoOd 
ninning condition. $450.00 Call Steve, Rm . 
222, 2-2427, anytime after7:00 P .M. 3/30 
\\ANTEU: Transmission for late model 
Saab 96. No reasonable offer refused. 749-
4080 after 6 pm. 4/6 
For sale : 19i"4 Olds Omega, silver, 2 dr. 
coupe, radials, P .S./P .B:,A.T. Craig co-axials, 
Nice interior, little rust , needs ahynmenl & 
~~icr~-~~e~!:~ 
4
/:f best off er . Cal 673-6383 
1975 Saab 99LE, 2 door, automatic, metallic 
brown stereo AM-FM radio with cassette 
deck , low milea ge, well maintained, $3800. 
or best offer. 659-3948. 4/ 10 -
197-t Renault 12 Wagon, automatic , all new 
Michelin radials , low mileage, well main-
tained, 30 plus m .p.g. $2195 or best offer. 
659-3948. 4/ 10 
For Sale 1975 Green Vega Wagon ; radials 
luggage rack 55 000 mi m excellent condi-
tion. Call Paul at N.H . 382-4498 after 7:004/ 3 
19'm Che\'y Bel-/\ir 327 2-barrel carb. auto-
matic transmission power steering - needs 
front end work. $125.00 Call 742-7143 after 
5: 30 Ask for Dennis 3/30 
)!)65 Chevy Impala 396 4 barrel carb. (3 
speed automatic ) power steering, power 
brakes <$250 worth of new partsl . Asking 
$375.00 Call Dennis al 742-7143 after 5:30 3/30 
For Sale. 76 Kawaski KZ 400. Excellent 
conditionk 4500 miles . Super reliable com-
muter bi e . $750 or BO. Also, 69 Toyota 
Corona, 67000 mi. $300 or BO. Call Art at 
659-2891. 3/30 
lost and found 
A pair of prescriftion sun glasses were found 
near Horton Hal . They may be recovered in 
the MUB lost and founo. 3/23 
God is Lost.! A male, 4 mos . old Golden 
Retreiver-Irish Setter. Mv son's first puppy, 
missed greatly. Rewardf Call 659-5487 Ask 
for Samuel. 3/ 27 
FOUND - DOG Collie-Huskie combination. 
Found 3/1. Still have 3/19 call 742-3990 or 664-
9556. 3/~ 
for rent 
For Kent: 3 bdrm Iurnished apt, 1 mile to 
UNH . Yard , garden. No smokmg, no pets . 
Fae. family pref. Ideal for sabbatical 
family. Avail. 1 May 868-7532. 3/!}.7 
APT TO SUBLET. May 20-Sept 1 Furnished--
2 bedrms, living rm, 2 bathrooms, 2 kitchens . 
Rent is negotiable. Apt is located in Red 
Tower. Calf868-9729 Jim Rm 110 or 868-9748 
Jake Rm 210. 4/6 
Summer Sublet: Apt. for two. Full kitchen . 
One bathroom w/ shower . On campus. Com-
pletely furnished with T.V. Two fiig rooms 
w/ closets . Rent ?egotiable. Call now 868-
9763 Rm. 3. 4/1 , 
APT TO SUBLET May 25-Sept 1. Furnished 
3 rooms 2 bathrooms & 2 kitchens. Rent is 
negotiab~e . Located in red tower, Main st. 
Durham. Call 868-9729 Jim Rm 110 or 868-
9748 John Rm 210. 416 
For Re~t: One bedroom apt. with sundeck 
overlooking woods at end of quiet dead end 
street m r'iewmarKet. · rn small complex- on 
Karivan route. Available May 1. Rent $165 
includes heat. Call Lauren at 862-1500 or 659-
2074. 4/3 
SUMMER SUBLET w I FALL OPTION- One 
bedroom apt with kitchenette, living room 
and bathroom. Located on Main St. across 
from the Post Office. Partly furnished with 
htal included. Very reasonable Call 868-7056. 
4/ 10 
DURHAM-Room with ror-est view for grad or 
upperdivision nonsmoker. Separate entry 
ano lavatory . Room available April lsf 
another summer/ fall. (April & May rent 
negotiable> $125 beginning summer. 868-5182 
Mrs. Harris 3/ 23 
Apt. to sublet April-June w I option to rent. 
$220/ mo. & heat. Dover on Kanvan rte. Ren-
nee 742-9268 or 742-4293. Keep trying! 3/ 27 
Studio apartment, furnished, completely 
new, utilities includ~d , 5 minute drive UNH . 
$200 month, deposit required. No Pets. Call 
742-9506. 3/30 
personals 
Wanted for Eric: One blond girl who can 
bake pies. No other qualifications necessary-
he 's_ desparale. Send resume to Stillings 0231 
(really desperate ) 3/ 23 -
John Uen\'er (.John , JD, Mr . Denver )--Are 
23 year old biochem majors always so ob-
noxious a nd insulting to nice young ladies 
who are trying to be friendly ? Let 's talk 
about it over a oeer! Sororit y Su(•. 3/23 
Hon- It was great looking al you in math 
lab last semester . I'm glao you were there. 
Hope to hear from you ... The Other Redhead. 
3/23 . 
To the girl who likes gentle knt•es. I'm sorry 
that I missed the hockev game luesday. 
Shall we ~et together to discuss future seat-
ing plan_s . J.B . 3/ 23 
To .. Green-eyes" in Smith. Forget what 
you ' \'e seen before, this ont•s for real! Those 
"discussions" we had that night were sin-
cere. Lets get together for dinner or some-
thing anti get to know each other better. 
Sound reasonable? K.L. :V2:1 
K.S.U. Student: Happy 20th B-day . I wish 
we were together to celebrate. 7 more weeks! 
I love you and miss you very much. Yours 
at UNH. 3/23 
Uncle Al --Everyone's a winner babe and you 
know tttat 's true, esrcailly at 22 . Happv 
Birthday! Love J. 3/2 · 
To .my secret admirer: Alive you are and 
baffled am I To receive such beautiful roses ; 
The rhymes give no clues but ye t I try 
To solve the myster it poses! Ellen/ 319 3/i3 
Dihbles - redecorating of 331. H20 & powder 
warfare, "Do you want to know a secret ?", 
mono epidemic, S.M.H.C.C. Sure do miss 
those hall talks. We owe it all to J .B. 
'Fhanx again and a Happy 19th to you
1 
too. 
Hang in there, "Scoop.' Love, Gringo 3123 
Gentle knees <J .B.l Future plans definitely 
sound intriguing. Discuss ii over beer Mub 
Fri . 8:00 Rendezvous point
4 
left side facing 
stage. Have a better idea. Philbrook Box 
4521. C.W. 3/ 23 
Bill Hagen, since you already have a gift 
I won' t give you one, but 1'11 wish you a 
belated 1fappy Birthday! Hope it was 
AWESOME. 3/ 23 
"Sicle": Thanks for " the best" vacation. If 
this past month is anv indication of what the 
future will bring-the beach, skiing, dancing{ 
picnics, crossword puzzles-I can 'I wait! J us 
always remember to stop your car before 
putting it in park. Love and kisses, the one 
lli?~:n;~ 1 ~o~s~ ! ~t3j2~eping secrets . <I ke~t 
Andy, Janice, Sue & Kathy -Thanks so much 
for your hospitality in the sunshine state! 
It was great getting to know you all. Who 
knows where we would all ha\"e been without 
you! We'll have to get together soon. Thanks 
a million. Pam and-Wencfy. 3/23 
To "Green-t•vcs" in Smith. Forget what 
~ou've seen before1 this ones for real! Those 'discussions" we nad that night were sin-
cere. Lets get together for dinner or some-
thing and get lo know each other better . 
Sound reasonable? K.L. 3/23 
Briggs-.Happy 21st! Get_psyched for Boston 
Cagam! ) Nuts!! 80 Gainesborough SI., 
champagne brl'akfasts. hats from chmatown 
" Are you girls with the Red Sox? .. , running 
with Michael and Jim <Cute bathrobe!.>. the 
Row - rescued bv Kojak drinking wiih the 
boys from Charlestown I Hinghan1?? J and 
other B.U. pucks at THE Oown Under, the 
rock , pretzels - all this and MORE (much! l 
Love, Nadine. 4/3 
Dear 14th Amendment Typ·r : Do)ly Mapp 
seeks research assistant _grant tramee. CaJJ 
or apply in person for appucation. 3/23 
Dear Jimmy Olsen. It is imperative that you 
meet Lois Lane this weekend in order lo ois-
cuss cancer of the id. It vou don't comply, 
Perry White will order cobalt treatments for 
you . :i/2:r -
To Diant'. Joanit'. Max and Kim Everyt me 
we party with you, we have such a ood 
time. Let 's do it aga in . Give us a call . 
Oscar, r' elix and the Cop. 3/23 
To Pat. llenrv. and l~ogt•r We think you guys 
are so much fun . Partying _with you is great. 
Give us a call soon. The Odd Couple and 
Murray. 3/23 
Heather - Hope yqu had a great vacation ! 
This is the last que~tion mar"K have you fig-
ured me out yet <?) P.S. rm looking forward 
to collectil'.g on the coupons! 3/ 23 ~ 
To my much needed nurse in the Pediatrics 
ward: Great to be back in the "groove" 
again , huh ' I"ve got a feeling this is gonna be 
a " record' ' that will never end. Luv ya " K" 
D.J . 3/ 23 
BONJOUHS MON Al\llE! It's almost lime: 
Hope they 're ready for us. CAN 'T WAIT_ -
Love The Happy Sleepwalker, aka the In-
credib le Hulk . P.S. Don't forget the brown 
paper bags! 3/23 
Uear C\IT--that was a strange, strange 
letter . Been dipping into hallucinogenic thm 
line, hmm? DJ. 3/ 23 _ 
FUNNY FILl\I FESTl\"/\L FRIDAY--
GRANITE STATE ROOM . SATURDAY--
STRA1''1'' 0RD ROOM . 7 PM - 3AM . 3/23 
Eiu: Even better than SAVAGE , you look 
absoutely .great ! Welcome back . Love ya, 
Carole3/23 
To Goldylocks. the blue eved chela of ·~oct" 
27, Muni de la Pump-kins, Alice and all the 
rest. It's been a REAL trip. 1 love you all. 
Ur;cle Remus 3/ 23 
To ( 'hie de "Korea?" thanks for the rides . 
Say hi to Madame Red, Goo"ly Mr. Rogers 
ano the Bearded Wonder, lit fie boy blah and 
of course Hitler. Ginger Bread Man 3/23 
SIGl\IA NU FUNNY l<'ILl\I FESTIVAL 
BRING A SLEEPING BAG AND A l<'RIEND 
AND LAY BACK FOR A LONG NIGHT 01'' 
GOOD OLE r'LICKS. FRIDAY-GRANITE 
STATE ROOM ,. SATURDAY-STRAFl<'ORD 
ROOM7PM-3AM. 3/23 
Jan, Mary, Sile, Ranch, Cathy, Ann: I HAVE 
ONE THING TO SAY : Chee-ah for STUFF, 
Adelaide, Mungo Jerry, Power Profane, 
cfieck it out, groove lime sound on that mean 
· tunebox, Burnde soleil, if I see one more 
TransAm, free T-shirt for $4.00, I am so 
burned, let's ride the valor, 4 yrs. honors 
French never below an 85. Y'all, it was .the 
Best! Until our next trip to Fla.- Nance . 3/23 
Leigh dear - Hap~v Birthday lo a "groovy-
cool" friend. Let s go celebrate like never 




continued from page 3 
with the uath water,!' he said. 
A week ago Tuesday, the 
Health Services Board 
unanimously passed a proposal 
setting the mandatory fee at $40 a 
year. 
The proposal provides for a 
consumer advisory board con-
sisting of eight undergraduate 
students and two graduate stu-
dents, which would serve in an 
advisory capacity to Peter Pat-
terson, director of health ser-
vices. 
The proposal also stipulates 
that financial support from tho 
University general fund be main-
tained at its current $375,000 level 
for at least one year after the im-
plementation of a mandatory 
health fee. 
Hiller explained that the health 
committee's role is only ad-
visory. 
"We're an advisory committee 
to Dick Stevens," said Hiller. 
'~Anything we say can be fully 
accepted or taken with a grain of 
salt. 
'"Basically, it's a question of 
whether students want a quality 
health service." 
"If they want it, then additional 
monetary support is going to 
have to be found to sustain the 
health service," he said. 
"As it is now," said - health 
committee co-chairman Richard 
Kaufman, "There's no assurance 
the health service can be 
sustained.'' ' 
"A mandatory fee is a hard pill 
to swallow," said Kaufman, "but 
if left to a general health fee 
without a mandatory fee, given 
the oolitical and fiscal situation 
of the University, the mainten-
ance of the health service is 
unlikely." 
Both co-chairmen wished 
Stevens had made his decision in 
favor of a mandatory health fee 
earlier. 
"I don't see any under-
handedness on his part in terms 
of the committee," said Hiller. 
"We would have liked to have 
seen things earlier, but I'm not 
sure Ylat would have been 
possible given time constraints." 
Kaufman said, "It would have 
served Dick Stevens to have done 
this earlier to have had time to 







AT DISCOUNT PRICES 
(Includes Shipping} 
Please Circle ·1 DZ. 3 DZ. 
Items Desired $ $ 
Gold Circle 1.50 4.00 
Sultan - Dry 1.75 4.90 
Sultan - Lubricated 1.90 5.25 
Trojans - Dry 2.15 5.80 
Trojans - 370 Wet 2.30 6.30 
Ramses· Dry 3.10 8.80 
Ramses-Lubricated 3.10 8.80 
Send Check or Money Order To: 
Connecticut Home Products· 
P.O. Box 403 
Stratford, CT 06497 
Address--------
-------Zip __ 
Al I ow 2-3 weeks for delivery 
D i_screetly Packaged 
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SNEAKERS 
Puma-Nike-Tiger 
Converse-Spot Bilt Bata 
Shoes for all sports at all pri~es 
LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP 
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Fridciy March 30 
9 p.In.-6:30 a.m. 
Monday-March 26 
t ·in field house Rm 151 
h .. 
~-- co-rec volleyball, basketball 
:~I & waterpolo. 
~.:.:. § 
I nonsense games. 
r""~-~·-'GO'ilQ"'S'fl'OW~~--, 
I Pick up registration for your act 
I in Rm. 151 f.h. or from sports ~ ..... 
I managers !{\ 
r··~,~·"='°~s1»e,aa1 Ap"'rUY0o1s~=- ~ 
I ~/ 
I T-Shirts (awarded) 
1;,--·="'"'!~!!!!!!!!!!£,!,~,!!!!!l~:~~: .. *~!!!!!!!~!,~~!.. .• · ................. ~ 
fl also included: Demonstrations by clubs. 
I squash, racquetball tournament 
Lt®ZilfKS ~~~~<~Affe~JWiM~' 
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• comics 
Doonesbury by-Garry Trude~u 
ShOe by Jeff MacNelly 
GQphers end · UNH~s title hopes 
HOCKEY , 
~ontlnued from page 19 
Cox -would end some of the 
Cats' frustrations at 18:36 by ziP--
ping .a wrist shot past Janasak 's 
glove to bring UNH to within one 
at 3-2. The goal came off a faceoff 
to Janaszak"'s right side. Francis 
won the draw and guided the 
puck to Cox, who skated into the 
slot and shot. : -
rhough the period was uneven 
for both sides, UNH had the up-
per hand in play, outshooting 
Minnesota 16-7. 
Minnesota jumped quickly to 
another two-goal lead early in the 
third period, as Strobel took ad-
vantage of his speed, turning the 
defense and whippin6 a wrist shot 
over Moffett's left shoulder 
from in close. 
"The goalie gave me ,a lot of 
net, " sa'id Strobel. "I was looking 
for him to come out at me, but he 
stayed in . I guess he thought I 
was going to deke." 
"I made a little boo-boo," said 
Moffett. He paused. "No, a big 
boo-boo. I chested (anticipating a 
pass out front) and he got me." 
The goal proved fo be the 
-game-w_inner, though it appeared 
that lfNH could tie it in the last 
minute of play. Flanagan brought 
the score to 4-3-on the power play 
at 17:33. 
UNH had just fought off a five-
on-three Minnesota advantage 
with some excellent shorthanded 
play , limiting the Gophers to a 
center-ice passing game. 
Moffett was spectacular towar-
d the end. of the game, with a 
sparkling glove steal off Christoff 
with eight minutes remaining. 
Down 4-3 with just under two 
minutes to play, UNH coach 
Charlie Holt pulled Moffett'for an 
extra skater. The Cats Swarmed 
the Minnesota end, and nearly 
got the equalizer on two seperate 
occasions. 
r~~tQ'i~~~~'-1 
§ SUMMERJOB'? ~ I BEACH TIME'?, ~ I EXCELLENT PAY'? I 
. t WILL TRAIN - w .AIT PERSONS I§ 
§ BROILER CHEF, HOST PERsoNs § 
~ AND BARTENDERS. 2 
t CALL: 1-964-8080 For Appt. § 
§ See R. DRAKE Gen: Mgr. . ~ 
~ § 
J; . PILOT HOUSE I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~'-('/.\ 
The first came when Francis 
was set up in the slot on passes by 
Cox and 'Dana Barbin. The shot 
was weak, though. 
Later, Waghorne's shot trom 
the left point just missed connec-
ting with Crowder, who was stan-
ding untouched in front of 
Janaszak. 
Though satisfied with making it 
to the final, Minnesota coach 
Herb Brooks was totally ap[>aled 
with his team.) play . · 
"We didnT play physical at 
all," he said, hinting that by 
western standards the game was 
passive. "It was our worst game 
in two damn months." 
"We got those two early goals, 
and then we said 'Geez this is 
easy ' . We didn 't forecheck or 
backcheck at all. You can't do 
that against a team like New 
Hampshire. We just beat a good 
hockey club on an off night." 
Though many of the Wildcats 
thought the big difference was 
the two-week layoff between the 
ECACs and the NCAAs, Holt 
dismissed that aspect, pointing 
instead to the speed of the Gopher 
forwards. 
''They moved ttie puck to the 
wings very well ," he ..said, "and 
that number 10 (Strobel) could 
really fly. 
"We had our chances, but just 
couldnt put it in ," he continued. 
"Minnesota had their chances 
too, an<l scored." 
Cox agreed. "Whenever we had 
a chance to score, it bounced 
away from us. Their size didnt 
seem to bother anyone on the 
team, we just didn't get the boun-
ces." 
Great Bay Motor Co., Inc. 
659-3215 RTE. 108 659-3215 
Newmarket. N.H .. 
® TRUCKS TRUCKS TRUCKS 1979 .112 TonB Ft. Fleetside Silveradle 
USED.CAR§ wl a_c. Loaded With Extras 
1979314 Ton8Ft. FleetsideAuto Trans. -
2-19'J.91 / 2 Ton 8 Ft. Fleetside 8 Cylinder Standard Trans. 
1979112 Ton 8 Ft. Fleetside 8 Cylinder Auto Trans . 
1979112 Ton 6 1/z Ft. Fleetside 6 Cylinder Sta11dard Trans 
_Power Steering and Brakes -
NO SALESMAN COMMISSION - YOU SA VE!! 
No. 1 Service Dealer Year After Year 
9HEVROL-ET MANAGEMENT CENTER 
We Seroice What We Sell 
YOUR Authorized Chevrolet 
Dealer in the DURHAM AREA ------I 
Youth thefts 
BURGLARY 
continued from page 1 
the stol-en keys to get into the 
gyms and play basketball, Luke 
reported, adding that the Fi~ld 
.House keys were stolen at least a 
year ago. 
Lt. Lloyd Wood of the UNH 
Police began an investigation 
when two boys were caught at an 
open vending machine by a resi-
dent assistant in Huddleston. 
The facts were pieced together 
by Wood and Luke over the 
spring break. According to Luke, 
both the youths anp their parents 
cooperated with the in-
vestigation. 
Judge Nadeau and Officer 
Raymond Bilodeau of the 
Durham Police both deferred 
comment. Both are involved with 
further procoedings in the case. 
Luke said aside from the Hollis 
Center , there isn ' t a lot for 
Durham teenagers to do, adding 
that idle Hme often contributes to 
juvenile crime. . 
'T think - maybe we ought to 
take some juvenile off ender-s up 
to YDC in Manchester or the 
prison in Concord, .to expose them 
to conditions there, like they do 
with kids in the 'Scared-Straight' 
program in New York," Luke 
- said . "I think you'd find out 
they'd rather be home with Mom 
and Dad.'' 
But Luke added he didn't think 
this'would be neccessary with the 
youths involved in this case. "I 
think this is the last we'll see of 
any of these kids," he said. 
Oyster River High School of-




continued from page 19 
tight checking both nights, 
especially on Friday when the 
Big• Green upset the def ending 
NCAA champ Boston University, 
5-3. I 
"We·had the legs the first night 
and I just let them go,'' Crowe 
said. "We might have been tired 
a little bit Saturday, but that 
didn't make the difference.'' 
Maybe what made the dif-
ference was a little talk which 
took place Friday night in the 
UNH locker room just before the 
third period. 
The score was tied at 3-3. UNH 
had led throug_hout the cont~.~t 
onlv to have Cornell come back. 
Hoft and assistant coaches Bob 
Kullen and Dave O'Connor 
reminded the squad of the goals 
they had set out to achieve. They 
reminded the team of going to the 
Nationals in Detroit. 
With that in mind "we jumped 
up," said Coady. "Tl}eri Bruce 
Crowder got l\P and said he wa11t-
ed to go to Detroit bad. He called 
1! a suburb of Essex (Crowder 's 
home town). We had been up-
tight. But we weren't anymore." 
And Charlie Holt got what had 
taken eleven years of peaks and 
- valleys -- an ECAC champion-
ship. 
a~ & Sun. 1:4~ pm. 
Family - $3.00 
Adultl.!Y . Sl.50 
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continued from page 2 
Babkirk attributes the lack of 
module attendance to students 
being unaware that the career 
planning process.... can help them 
early in their college experience. 
"I have always believed that 
career planning should be offered 
as a credit bearing course for all 
students--especially freshmen," 
said Speare. 
Speare said it is difficult for 
students to do something for 
themselves, like career planning, 
without a credit incentive. 
"Many students are frightened 
of t:ai ee1 µlanni11g, .. ;:,diu Sµeare, 
"or just don't want to deal with it 
so they put it off as something to 
do during their senior year." 
An interest inventory is a seJJ~ • The average person can list 100 
scoring test that matches interests..- to 200 different occupations, yet 
with possible jobs. It is used as one resource ~uide lists 36,000 job 
basis for the mtere'st assessment possibilities, said Speare. 
module. • "This -shows how little we all 
Babkirk said the test is not used know about career possibilities," 
to match a student with a iob. but she said. · 
is used to explore career op- Students evaluate their 
tions. decision making technique and 
The skills assessment module examine other decision making 
tries to discover skills students styles during the decision making 
have developed ·through courses, module. Students are taught how 
extra-curricular activities, and to identify and modify their style 
summer employment. and apply it to career decisions. 
"Unless you believe in your In the final workshop, students 
· skills, it's difficult to sell yourself are instructed in the non-tradi-
to an employer,·· said Babkirk. tional strategies of the job hunt. 
The non-traditional approach Babkirk said contacting em-
to finding occupational infor- ployers directly, interviewing for 
mation is stressed in the fourth information on job possibilities 
workshop of the series. and taking f}dvantage of contacts 
Babkirk suggested "getting in- are three effective approaches. 
formation through a network of "One student wanted to work. 
professionals " in addition to for the State. She knew the 
examining written resources in governor but thought it was 
order to find jobs. cheating to talk with him about a 
job. My response was 'talk to 
him,·" said Babkirk. . 
Babkirk stressed the impor-
tance of these strategies, since 
only one out of every five johs is 
advertised. 
The final series of career 
workshops will begin Tuesday, 
March 27, 2:30-4:30 p.m., in the 
Grafton Room in the MUB. 
RPG .II PROGRAMMER 
TEMPORARY-6MONTHS 
$5-$6 HOURLY &0.T. 
Seacoast Based Manufacturer 
Employer l'ays Fee 
ablcz I 
Pt•rsonnel Services 
( liO:I) !)2(i-li7a7 
820 Lafayette Road 
Hampton, New Hampshire 
Babkirk said students taking 
advantage of individual appoint-
ments. but group sessions can be 
more effective because students 
can use each other as resources. 
APPLICATIONS FOR 1979 SUMMER SESSI<>N LOANS 
Attendance is higher at specific 
workshops like Resume Writing 
than at the abstrct workshops 
like S-elf-Assessment, said 
Ba bk irk. ~ 
··career planning is vague. 
Students aren't sure what it en-
tails and some put it off until they 
need to find a job," said Babkirk. 
arc no''T available in the Financial Aid 
Office, 208 Thon1pson Ilall. Students will need: 
The workshop format is struc-
tured, yet allows small group 
discussions so students can talk 
about experiences and values and 
relate them to career plans, said 
Babkirk. 
1. a 1979 UN II Summer Loan Application; and 
2. a 1979-80 Financial Aid Forni which is sent 
to the Colle~e Scholarship Service. 
The first workshop is self-
assessment and helps students 
identify their feelings toward 
work, the role work will play in 
their lives, the types of work en-
vironments students might enjoy 
and how to use the information to 
plan a career. 




• · Come join the ;\lcmorial l1 nion St ndents Organizati<ni t 
' (M !TSO). the largest, student-run, student oriented 
t 
pt«>gramming organization on campus. Come help choose, A 
organize, and present actiYitks like: Concerts Qonathan ' 
Edwards, Leo Kottke, \\'endy \\'aldman, ~luddy Waters), 
t Films (Goodbye <.~irl, Looking for ;\Ir. Goodhar, l\lonty Py'11on 6 and the Iloly Grail, CousiafCousine), Lectures (Dr. Ilnntcr ' Thompson, Jerry Rubin, Did<. Gregory. :\lark Lane). and our t 6 many other student serdces; Photoschool, Darkrooms. the 
' ;\ll 'SO-:\lat Printing SerYke. 
6 MUSO is now taking applications for all ' 
' our Salaried Staff Positions for ' 
• the 1979-80 School Year t 
' President 
t ( 'oncert Director ' Secretary ' Arts Director 
• . Business Manager t · 
t
' Film Director t 
Printer 
Photoschool Director 
t I>ark1·00111 Coonlinator t 
• Deadline for applications is Sat nnla~·, :\larch :i I t 
' \\' e need your ideas and help ... so come join 
t a p rogre ssh-c s I mlc n t cwgan i 'a Ii on I oclay ! t 
t Applications available at the MUSO Office 6 Room 148, MUB ' 862-1485 
QUALIFIED WORK STUDY APPLICANTS 
FOR SUMMER AT SCHOOL LOCATED IN 
DEERFIELD - 20 MIN FROM UNH. 
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR HANDS 
/ 
ON EXPERIENCE ASSISTING rROFBSSIONAL 
EDUCATIONAL, RECREATIONAL AND 
1 THERAPUTIC STAFF IN THE FOLLOWING 
AREAS: 
TEACHING, SPECIAL EDUCATION, ENRICHMENT 
AND REMEDIAL PROGRAM, GROUP COUNCIL-
ING, RECREATION, VOCATIONAL AND 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION. 
$4.00/P:-tR. PLEASE CONTACT AS SOON AS 
POSSIBLE DICK GOYETTE, BUBBLING BROOK SCHOOL 
DEERFIELD, N.:1. CALL FROM 12-4 P.M. MON-FRI. 
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ECAC Champs 
The Wildcats handed Cornell and Dart-
mouth defeats last week to win the EL\(' 
DiYision I hockey championship - their 
first e\Tr . 
. Photos by George Newton 
and Chris Kent 
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Garber hftppy with 3-1 trip Women sixth in AIAWs, 
Th~ lJNH men's lacrosse team, 
under first-year coach Ted Gar-
ber, got the 1979 season off to an 
impressive start with a 3-1 per-
formance last week as it ven-
tured through the South. 
The Cats openeo their trip by 
blasting ·Morgan State, 16-7. 
UNH's only loss came at the 
hands of powerful Virginia. The 
nationally-ranked squad drubbed 
the Cats bv a score of 19-7. 
"I'm really pleased with the 
trip," said Garber, a 1975 UNH 
graduate. "We got experience 
and national attention. We made 
the front page of the Baltimore 
papers' sports sections, which 
impressed me. It's really going to 
help us. The big thing, though, is 
the experience," he said. "We 
really needed it badly." 
The Cats swept a pair of 
exhibition games as well during 
the trio. edging Navy, 9-8, and 
handling Farleigh-Dickinson, 
10-5. 
Sophomore attacker John Fay 
was the star of the trip for UNH. 
"Johnny just played super,'' 
Garber said. "He's going to be 
one of the top attackmen in New 
Eng~and." ~ 
UNH's goaltending sifuation 
appears strong, as Wildcats Peter 
Sheehan and Rick Jenkinson 
have combined to keep all op-
ponents with the exception of 
Virginia in single figures <the 
Cats defeated Springfield in an 
exhibition game before em-
barking on the trip, 10-2). 
Garber credits the Wildcat 
defensive corps for much of the 
low goals-against performance, 
"I've been telling them all 
along that defense is going to win 
games for us. not offensP," hP 
said. 
Garber singled out def ensemen 
Mark Robertson, John Bonczek 
and Tom Billiter for praise. 
"Those guys played very well for 
us," he said. "Not that the other 
guys didn't, but these guys stood 
out." 
Tht: loss to Virginia deals a 
significant setback to the Cats' 
hopes of gaining a spot in the 
national playoffs, one of the 
season goals UNH had set for it-
self. 
Instead, the Wildcats' sights are 
now set on the possibility of 
taking the New England title. 
They begin the quest for that 
honor April 6 when they host 
Middlebury in the New England 
season opener. 
UNH's schedule features a five-
game homestand at the start of 
the sea.son, including Boston 
College, Connecticut, BowdoiI1 
;:incl Tufts ThP nP3lt four gamPs 
are on the road before the Cats 
return to Durham to finish the 
relatively brief slate against 
Vermont on May 5. 
fipuld goal gives Cats title. 
continued from page 20 , "That was the ke.v," said Fran- atop a loc.ker stall. It gleamed 
. . cis . "Once we got that first one under the lights. 
pl_a~~d- m 27 straight ECA.C we got a quick one after that." "There's no better feeling in 
D1v1s10n I games and he was in Terry Flanagan made the play the world," said Cox, who has 
all b~t one of them. . . when he brought the puck down since been named to the All-
Shll dr~ssed and so~king while the left boards. Crowaer broke America team for the second 
the guest10ns were being leve!led for the net and Flanagan slid the year in a row. 
at him;, ~of~ett looked about,,the puck through a Dartmouth . de- "We're number one and no~?dy 
ro?m ... It, s J~St tremendous, he fender and Crowder redirected it to can take that away from us, he 
said. Its h~e a dream come the far upper corner. said. "We wanted to go to the 
~r,ue. You begin to wonder wh<'.lt ies ironic through a season of Nationals numb~r one, that's 
its all about, why you play this twos that number 17 would win what we wanted since September 
whole game." the whole thing. Captain Bob and we did it." 
H~ paused for .a moment, Gould, number 17, scored what he In the playoffs Cox went dry. 
possibly remembering the last called "the most exciting goal of But it didn't bother him, The 
two_ week~, of .no ~leep ,and the my ca'reer" at 17: 17 of the third team achieved, not just him. "I 
f~eh~p of I think I m going to be period when he blasted a 50-foot might get a lot of points," said 
si~,k, . . ,, . slap shot past Gaudet into the up- Cox, "but it's the team that 
" Then you wm it all,,, he gnr!fled. per right corner of the net. wins." . 
And you know why. What's even more ironic is that And it was the team which Holt 
A , tear.y-eyed Bob Norton, the goal came exactly like the one referred to as a "~reat group. We 
Holt s assistant from 1970 to 1975, two years earlier that beat Cor- kept getting better and thats ~he 
walked th~oughout the r~om nell 10-9 in double overtime. Two thing. One second you thmk 
congratulating all the seniors . steps over the blue line, Gould you're not going to score, and the 
They . made up the last set o{ fires through a def enseman. The next you do." 
recruits he brought to _UNH puck, partially screened, deflects It was about all he could say. 
Bruce Cro~der sat in a ~orner, upward in the top corner of the Sof!le things need not be ex-
exhausted. He ~as . behmd us net. Pandemonium erupts, Exact- plained. Holt talked about Dart-
about 150 p~~ce~t .. said C~owder ly the same. mouth. 
of N?rt~~· . This is unbelievable Later, Dr. Gary Kish, the team "They forecheck as well as any 
for him. His talk returned to the physician, walked up to Gould team in the coun~ry," he .said. 
game. and handed him a puck. "The "We never knew this was gomg to 
"We were having tough luck referee saved it for you," he said. happen." 
scoring," he continued. The Big "He thought you might want it." "We hit them ear Iv." said 
Green's Bob Gaudet 'played an Gould took it and stared at it. "I Coady. "It wears them <Dart-
outstanding game, shutting out didn't even think of getting the mouth) down. We couldn't score 
UNH for nearly half the game. p.uck," he said. Gently ~nd care- right off the bat but we had the 
"When we scored I knew we'd get" fully, Gould quietly packed the legs at the end, 
another.'' puck in his bag. "Their second goal gave us a 
What Crowder spoke of was his "This is unbelievable," he said. scare, but the whol~ team 
own goal, Which came just 31 "We've got a great team __ must thought we'd come back. 
seconds after junior Bob Francis be the best UNH has ever .had. Dartmouth coach George 
popped home the rebound of Better than two years ago.,, He Crowe said his plan of attack was 
Ralph Cox's breakaway attempt looked about the room. "Norton · to hold UNH offensively. "We 
through Gaudet 's legs. is a great recruiter, a great man. have to check them r_eally close. 
Though Higgins ~ould later tie He told me to get my shot away We've been playing splen~id, 
the score at 2-2 for the Big Green, quicker my freshman year. defensive hockey lately <eight 
the momentum had swung That's why I scored!' . goals in six games). Another big 
toward the Wildcats. Norton by this time was left key is our goaltending." _ . 
. alone in the middle of the locker Crowe got both goaltending and Baseball 
BASEBALL 
continuGd.from page 20 
of junior Charlie Jones. The hard-
throwing righthander had suf-
fered control problems his first 
two years at UNH. 
"We-knew he had potential, but 
he had trouble with control," 
Conner said . "If he can pitch this 
year like he did down there (in 
Florida), he'll be really tough.'' 
room, staring up at the ECAC ECAC page 16 
~h~mpionship trophy which sat ' 
Marching Band Meeting 
All Going to Ottawa 
"All in all, we're pleased with , 
the trip,'' he said. Must Attend 
Conner is concerned now about 
the possibility of a letdown 
coming during the time before 
the New England season opens 
two weeks from now. 
If the weather stays as spring-
like as it has been of late, Conner 
plans to battle the letdown by 
splitting up the team's workouts, 
practicing both indoors and out 
until Brackett- Field is ready for 
full use . 
The Cats open the New1 
England season April 5 at 
Springfield, and then travel to 
Connecticut and Boston College 
for doubleheaders before opening 
at home April 10 agaiQst 
Providence. 




Tu.es. March 27th 
-~ ... 6:3l0 J?and Room 
The Women's Ski team finished in 6th place in the AIAW, 
National Ski Championships held in Marquette, Michigan. 
Middlebury won the meet, and Colorado, Dartmouth, UVM, and 
Utah all finished ahead of UNH. 
In the slalom events for the Wildcats, who were hurt by the fe-
vers of both Nancy Frenchette and Brenda Gravink, Roxanne 
Cloutier placed 20th in the slalom event. F'rechet te still managed 
30th in the giant slalom. 
Cross-country, the event that UNH has been stro_ngest in all 
year, was the saving grace, despite the loss of Marianne Bean, 
who was sent home ill. 
In the individual event UNH placed fourth. led bv Pam Smith 
(eighth) and Patty Ross (tenth). In the cross-country relay race, 
the final event of the meet, the Wildcats pulled up to sixth with 
a fourth-place finish, getting a solid performance from Judy 
Wiles, who was replacing Bean. 
Men ninth at NCAAs 
ThP. TTNH men's ski team. comoeting in the NCAAs at Steam-
boat Springs, Colorado, took ninth place overall, finis~ing fourth 
among the eastern teams behind UVM (third place), Dartmouth> 
and Middlebury. · . . 
The- Wildcats got the strongest performance from Grover 
Dam els, who placed fifth in the slalom race and tenth in the giant 
slalom. In addition, the UNH captain was named to the second 
All-American team. ,,, 
In the cross-country race, Cory Schwartz led the Wildcats with 
a 15th place finish, while Nat Lucy and John Di_ckinson _t?ok 2~nd 
and 30th, respectively. UNH suffered a setb_a~k in the ski-Jumping 
event when Steve Young came up with an injured ankle, but vet-
eran John I<"'ulton took 22nd to sav,e the Wildcats. 




continued from page 20 
low wrist shot through the 
goalie's hands, only to have 
Janasak sweep the puck away in-
ches from the goal line. 
"They're an excellent club," 
said Janasak, "with some 
beautiful forwards. I saw the 
puck, and was just able to hit it in 
time." 
Though Minnesota's physical 
tactics continued throughout the 
game, UNH was soon to rebound 
from its slow start. However, the 
Gophers' checking contained the 
normally potent Wildcat offense 
for most of the night. 
Frank Barth was forced to 
leave the game in the second 
period with possible fractured 
ribs resulting from a Minnesota 
two-hander across the chest. 
Strobel had an excellent chance 
at 11: 30, when a three-on-two 
break set him up 15 feet in front of 
Moffett. His first shot went high 
over the sophomore's right 
shoulder, striking the crossbar 
and bouncing directly baCk to 
Strobel. His-second attempt, also 
high, was then gloved aside by 
Sean Coady, who sprawled into 
the crease to cover for Moffett. 
Gould began a charge (one ot a 
few sporadic UNH onslaughts) at 
the 12-minute mark with a wrist 
shot from the left boards that 
flicked off Janasak's stick and 
over the net. Paul Surdham's 
blast seconds later was gloved 
aside by the hot Minnesota 
goalie, who also made a 
sparkling golve save off Ron 
Reeve's slapper from the right 
point. 
Almost five minutes later, after 
Cox and Minnesota's Don 
Miche\etti served two minute_ 
minors for roughing (Cox taking 
a crisp shot in the face in the 
skirmish), Crowder stole an 
errant pass 40 feet in front of the 
Gopher net. His shot, like many 
UNH bids in the period, came 
from far out and went wide of the 
net, though he had Janasak 
beaten to the glove side. 
While Janasak -held solid at his 
end, Moffett was 110-slouch in his 
own. A nifty skate save off Stor-
bel's 15-foot wrist shot kept the 
Gophers from expanding their 
lead, as did a stomach-stuffing 
save off Rob McClanahan's slap 
shot from the left circle. 




Adults and Children 
LOUISE'S SPORT SHOP 
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Wildcats fall • Gopher hole, -4-3 Ill 
By Lee Hunsaker 
DETROIT, MICH.-- The 
UNH Wildcats' season ended one 
game too early last night as they 
dropped a 4-3 decision to the 
University of Minnesota here at 
the Detroit Olympia. 
Forward Eric Strobel led the 
Golden Gophers with three goals. 
Also scoring for Minnesota wa~ 
captain Steve Christoff. 
The win for the Gophers earns 
them a berth in tomorrow's 
NCAA championship final again.-
st either Dartmou h or North 
Dakota. 
Bob Francis, Ralph Cox and 
Terry Ffanagan each scored a 
goal for UNH in the Cats' final ef-
fort uf tl1e ::.ea::.011 that ::.dw then1 
win the ECAC championship for 
the first time in Wildcat history. 
Besides leading 3-1 at the end of 
the first period, the Gophers also 
led in every aspect of the game. 
Minnesota olavers towered over 
the smaller Wildcats , and the 
western team 's heavy-hitting 
style reminded UNH of that size 
throughout the game, _ -
The first 1ive minutes 
especially belonged to Minnesota 
as it jumped on UNH goalie Greg 
Moffett for two goals by the 2-: 10 
mark. 
"We weren't nervous," said 
Moffet after the game. "We just 
didn't have our legs.,. 
Christoff pocketed the first, 
shovelling a backhand over Mof-
fet's stick hand into the top left 
corner just 3~ seconds into the 
game. His goal was the result of a 
Neal Browten pass which allowed 
Christoff to break past defen-
seman Mike Waghorne at the 
UNH blueline. 
Strobel would get the Gophers' 
second goal, this one from a slap-
shot from the circle, again han-
dcuffing Moffett on1he stick side. 
Minnesota's physical plan then 
backfired, as def enseman Mike 
Ramsey went off for tripping at 
6: 02. The man advantage allowed 
Bob Francis to pull the Wildcats 
to within one at 6:34 when he slid 
Bob Gould's centering pass past 
Gopher goalie Steve Janasak's 
riglH skate. 
UNH-1lad a chance-- several 
chances-- to ev<·n the score later 
in the period. The first came 
when Gould was sent in on a 
breakaway, only to be pulled 
-down by J3rowten. Seconds later, 
Christoff came back , whistling a 
slapshot over Moffett's shoulder, 
which hit the crossbar and deflec-
ted into the sparse crowd of 2,743 . _ 
Cox and Frank Roy also had 
chances. Roy 's long blast from 
the blueline was neatly kicked 
away by Janasak, and Cox's 
semi-breakaway backhand bid 
was also turned aside. Francis 
followed the play and nearly con-
verted on the rebound, sendi~g a 
HOCKEY, page 19 
·the new hampshire 
sports 
\Yil~ea~ goa_lie Gre~ Moffett beams as he holds the trophy 
s1gmfymg his select.on as most valuable player in the ECAC 
tournament. Moffett backstopped the Cats to wins over 
Yale, Cornell and .Dartmouth to give , UNH its first ECAC 
title ever. <George Newton photo) 
Skiers place in 
nationals, page 19 
....... 
Sean Coady and Greg Moffett team upon a rebound during UNH's 3-2 win over Dartmouth 
for the ECAC championship at Boston Garden. The Cats lost last night to Minnesota in the semi-
finals of the NCAA tournament in Detroit, 4-:L (Gerry Miles photo) 
-UNH takes ECA C title 
HOit's g_Uest finally ends 
By Lee Hunsaker 
For Charlie Holt, the road has 
been a Jong one--eleven years 
lorig. Many say the ECAC hockey 
championship has been · Jong 
overdue for him. 
The road finally reached its end 
March 10 in Boston, when UNH 
defeated Dartmouth for the 
ECAC title . 
"Nobody deserved it more than 
this _guy," said former assistant 
coach Bob Norton , pointing 
toward the slim figure across a 
sweaty-and humidJocker room in 
the Boston Garden_ ''He's one of 
the top coaches in ·the country . 
He 's had tough breaks in some 
great seasons with · some great 
players ." 
But not this year. Everything 
clicked for the gentleman from 
Barrington, N.H . Confronted with 
a green defense but the East's most · 
frightening offense, Holt bienaea 
youth and experience and it came 
out as a champion. 
Champion. No " s," at least not 
to the members of the team. 
''This team is as cohesive as 
any I've coached," said Holt. His 
words became drowned out by 
the shouting and celebrating 
going on around him. Players 
slurped down soda as if it were 
champagne. Reporters squeezed 
through the cameras and players 
trying their best to get quotes , 
trying to find that succession of 
words which · could best describe 
What had just happened. 
UNH 3, Dartmouth 2. The Wild-
cats, for the first time in any 
sport (in the ECAC l, are the best 
team, the top team, champions. 
"It's like a dream come true," 
grinned Sean Coady, a player 
who scrapped his way from the 
reserve squad to the Unsung 
Hero award in New Englaµd 
hockey last year to this year's 
..assistant captain. 
"We never gave up," he con-
tinued. "This is great for 
everyone -- the coaches, fans, . 
everyone. We had unbelievable 
support ., . 
Admid a supposedly Boston 
crowd the first night, UNH fans 
were everywhere in the Garden. 
On Saturday night, Wildcat sup-
porters far outmanned the Big 
Green contingent. 
· The locker room clamor con-
tinued in volume. Reporters hud-
dled around Moffett, the tourna-
ment's most valuable player. The 
excitement around him subdued 
the curly-haired sophomore from 
Brunswick, Maine. He is what 
many would call the All-Ameri-
can boy-next-door. · 
He was tired, dreadfully tired. 
"I haven't slept in weeks,"' he 
said, " but I'm gonna sleep like a 
baby tonight.'" He barely had 
time to pull off his jersey and 
shoulder pads as reporters 
flooded him with questions. 
He seemed perplexed. He won-
dered how he won the MVP 
trophy. "I'm just basically there 
. when they need me,'' he said. 
He was "there" reeling back-
ward and slamming his stick into 
the ice to rob Cornell 's Brock 
Tredway on a breakaway some 18-
minutes into l''riday's game. He 
was also " there" in the second 
period to turn away All-American 
Lance Nethery 's 40 foot blast; 
Tr:edway 's · backhand bid on a 
Cornell power play; Dartmouth 's 
Steve Higgins on '-a similar play; 
Dartmouth 's Ross Brownridge on 
a breakaway; and a thrashing -
Big Green onslaught in the 
.waning minutes of the champion-
ship game. 
The best way to describe Mof-
- f ett 's play is to say he played like 
he always did - astoundingly. He 
ECAC, page 19 
posts Wildcat nine 
·s-2 mark over break 
By Tom Lynch 
The UNH baseball Wildcats 
returned from Florida Monday, 
carrying with them the 5-2 record 
they posted on their spring trip 
last weeK. 
UNH actually won six games 
and dropped five, but four of the 
eleven garnes were played against 
two-year colleges and did not 
count toward the Cats' off1caI 
record. 
The Wildcats, last year's 
Yankee Con.f erence co-
champions, took two games each 
from the Florida Institute of 
Technology and Ohio State, split 
a doubleheader with Xavier, and 
lost a single game to _Penn-
sylvania. -
"Probably the best team we 
played was Pennsylvania," said 
UNH head coach Ted Conner.The 
Cats were ahead 3-2 in the late in-
. nings of the game, but Penn 
rallied ·back to win on the 
strength of five unearned runs. 
While Conner called the op-
position "good" overall, he was 
particularly impressed by the 
junior colleges, Indian River and 
Brevard. Brevard beat UNH 
three times, each time by one 
. run. UNH topped Indian River , 
which Conner said was the 
" second-best " team the Cats 
played, 7-4. 
"I -thought our outfield play 
was good, ' ' Conner said, ''our 
pitching was good, but the infield 
needs some work defensively. '' . 
Senior Jeff Whitty and junior 
Gregg Jablonski led UNH's of-
fensive attack, which included a 
25-run outburst in the Ohio State 
doubleheader. 
"I'd have to say Whitty was our 
most consistent hitter," Conner 
said. "Jablonski did an excellent 
job with men on base." 
The rookies.. did their part to 
move up _ on the depth chart 
-during the trip, especially fresh-
men Andy Adams (pitcher) and 
Jim Whalley. Wholley, the 
brother of UNH captain Steve, 
"did an excellent job in the out-
field," according to Conner. 
The biggest surprise on the 
trip, Conner said, was the pitching 
BASEBALL, page 19 
